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Next week, the Engineer
ing Student Council, in asso
ciation with numerous stu
dent organizations, will host
E (Engineering)-Week. Eweek is a national event, nor
mally held in February, but
event organizers at UAH
stress the need for good ^
weather and organizational a
time as reasons for holding it
during this time of the year, s
Two individuals who played ^
important roles in organizing
this event, ESC (Engineering g
Student Council) President
Sunni Ballard and ESC Vice- Sunni Ballard, President of the
President Jeff Cotton, shared event begins at 8:00pm.and
the details of E-Week with the is free to the general public,
Exponent on Monday night. students included. Should
rain interrupt this event, it will
What is the purpose of
this event? Sunni Ballard says be moved into the University
the purpose is for UAH stu Center Exhibit Hall. Door
dents, regardless of their ma prizes will be given away. The
jor, to come out and have tre ICO (International Cultural
mendous amounts of fun. In Organization) is responsible
order to achieve this objec for organizing this perfor
tive, events are scheduled mance. On Thursday poet
'Komplex' will read his poetry
throughout the week, all of
in Mom's. ACE and the 13,h
them free for students.
On Monday, the Dean's Muse are sponsoring this
Dinner will honor the Engi event.
Friday will play host to
neering clubs, since it is En
gineering-Week. Tuesday Alabama's largest LAN (Lo
brings the presentation of a cal Area Network) party. This
movie, "October Sky", in the event will be held in the Von
NCRH (North Campus Resi Braun Civic Center, from
dence Hall) Multi-purpose 6:00pm to 10:00am. Be sure to
Room at 9:00pm. This event follow the steady stream of
people carrying their ma
is free.
Laura
Fuentes
y chines into the building and
Calicanto, a Latin American you will be led to the LAN
roots music group, will per party. It is free for UAH stu
form Wednesday, on the Uni dents, however, should a stu
versity Center Lawn. The dent wish to bring a non-stu-

Engineering Student Council and Jeff Cotten, Vice President

dent, they will be required to
pay $10. All interested individuals need to bring thenown computer. Over $1,000
worth of prizes, including a
free Dell computer, will be up
for grabs. Attendees are ad
vised to bring their own food
in a bag, otherwise there will
be nofood available. SNAPL,
IEEE, and ESC are respon
sible for putting this event
together.
The 3rt Annual Ramenfest
is the marquis event for Sat
urday. It will occur simulta
neously with Campus Visit
Day, where interested stu
dents are given tours of the
campus. Beginning at
11:30am., a cookout will be
held, free for UAH students.
After the cookout, the actual
Ramenfest activities begin.
Among the events featured
are Ramen wrestling, sumo
wrestling (in costumes, Lysol
is provided to disinfect the

suits), Ramen paintball,
Ramen construction (where a
replica of Morton Hall will be
attempted), and Ramen Cap
ture the Flag. A pool of Ramen
will be available for those who
are in need of relief from the
weather. Smack Ramen do
nated the Ramen for this
event: 1 pallet, twice the
amount used last year. In
addition, live bands will be
performing and FSAE will
have their car on display.
In conclusion, the orga
nizers of Ramenfest and Eweek would like to thank RHA
and AIAA for their major con
tributions, Smack Ramen, for
the enormous quantity of
their product, ASCE, AIAA,
SNAPL, ACE, Model U.N.,
IEEE, NSBE, SWE, SPIE,
AIChE, ASME, FSAE, SEDS,
13lh Muse, and anyone else
they may have left out. Come
have fun and participate.

A Look into CNS: Part One of Three
no students, and more than
half the members are outside
their field of knowledge. Fur
Oversight. It is an ages- thermore, the chairman of this
old device whereby an exter advisory committee is the
nal and knowledgeable assistant vice president for
group of affected persons CNS, and would have final
provides guidance and ac say even if he were not on
countability to departments the committee. Possibly as a
and committees. It is used by result of this, a number of
countless schools, govern critical problems have arisen,
ments, and businesses to in and continue to arise, and
crease effectiveness and en remain unaddressed despite
sure that departments fulfill persisting, in some cases, for
their responsibilities; yet, more than two years. These
oversight is strangely absent problems can generally be
with respect to a certain UAH classed into the categories:
department, the department misleading information, poor
of Computer and Network business practices, unre
Services (CNS). The CNS sponsiveness, and technical
Users Advisory Committee issues. Over the next few
has nominal oversight of weeks 1will honestly attempt
CNS; however, the members to give an unbiased and fac
are not representative of the tual enumeration of the prob
affected populace, there are lems I am aware of within CNS

By John Bailey
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Misleading Information
According to John
Stanton and Roger Haley,
ResNET was capped as a re

sult of the following tale.
During the 2003-2004
school year, a certain student
managed to take up the ma
jority of UAH's bandwidth
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By Barbie Czura

This week I'll just cut right to the chase—
today we'll be getting to know a little more
about the Delta Chi Fraternity.
This semester Delta Chi is on the fore
front of the UAH Fraternity System. The
Huntsville Delta Chi today is a far cry from
the Huntsville Delta Chi only a year ago.
Going from just over 20 Active Members and
10 Associate Members, they have improved
their numbers to 33 Actives with 9 associ
ates. Last fall. Delta Chi boasted the largest
Associate Member class in the UAH Frater
nal System, with 17. They have also im
proved academically in the past year going
from a 2.672 GPA last spring to a 3.016 GPA
last fall, pushing their semester average over
the all student, all male, and all Greek aver
age at UAH, and boasting the best overall
average of the semester for the fraternities.
The Delta Chi fraternity is also very ac
tive around our UAH campus. They have
participated in Compass Counseling, intra
mural sports, and SGA, just to name a few.
This year, even the IFC president is a Delta
Chi brother, Charles King. Besides having
great leadership skills, the Delta Chi's love
to hold some great parties. Just a few weeks
ago, their annual Pirate Party was a huge
success. And in the fall, look forward to an
other one called Red Death, in celebration of
Halloween.
The past 2 weeks have been special for
Delta Chi since they have been able to wel
come home one of their own from Iraq. Cpl.
George Preussel and the Marines of 4/14th
Kilo Company came home from Fallujah, Iraq
on March 25. They had been out of the coun
try for 8 months and had been itching to get
home. It's good to have him and all of his
Marine brothers home and out of harm's way.

This past weekend, the
UAH chapter of Alpha
Lambda Delta held its annual
induction ceremony. This
year Alpha Lambda Delta in
vited 150 freshmen who
achieved academic excel
lence. Out of this 150, only
about 75 replied to the invi
tation and around 25 showed
up for the induction cer
emony.
In order to be invited into
Alpha Lambda Delta, the
freshman must maintain a 3.5
GPA in his/her first semester,
but often this is not enough;
he/she must also be in the top
15% of his/her class. Any
one who joins during their

New legislature for the
education of students with
special needs fails to address
the needs of gifted students

"What was your response to the
death of Pope John Paul II?"

Announcements
TOGA Party is April 9 at the ATO House
at Southeast Housing. Don't forget to dress
the part and bring your UAH ID.
Greek Week is next week... keep an eye
out for events!!

Samantha Pelham
Business Management, Sophomore
"I was surprised that they showed
his body on TV for the 24 hour view
ing."

Heather Russell
Nursing, Sophomore

I was sad by it. I'm religious but not
that religious. I am kind of sick of hear
ing about it. But it was his time to go.
His health has been seriously declining
lately."

Do YOU HAVE AN
OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?

Vote online
www.uahexponent.com

Lauren Dailey
Heather Madry
(both) Political Science, Senior

'We thought it was sad.

Vernon Robbins
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Free Vehicle Maintenance Workshop
By Madison Young

While cell phones and
programs like OnStar have
made midnight tire blow outs
a little less frightening, some
basic knowledge of car main
tenance provides a certain
level of confidence and com
fort that will not lose service
or power bars in the middle
of something important. In
an effort to assure the safety
of students even away from
campus, the UAH Police De
partment is offering an auto
mobile maintenance work
shop free to all. The "Pow
der Puff' workshop will be
at 3pm on Friday, April 15,
2005, in the Southeast Cam
pus Hall parking lot. The
class will be taught by Karl
Kissich, a police officer re
cruit with the UAH Police
who also is a certified defen

sive driving instructor. This
particular session will cover
issues involving engine re
pair, fluid inspection, and
crime prevention. Clearly, at
tendees will learn how to do
more than change a flat.
Especially helpful for
those who do not perma
nently live in Huntsville, will
be the information about pre
paring a vehicle for road trips.
This most likely includes
things other than burning five
new CDs on colorcoded CDR's for easy access on the
interstate. In addition, chang
ing the oil on a car (which
should be done every 3,000
miles or so, by the way) is
among the list of skills pos
sible to learn. Given, it may
be easier to spend half an
hour and twenty bucks at
Bob's Oil Change, but there
is no certainty that the job is
done to certain standards of
quality. Essentially, if you

want something done right, present this time around, more
do it yourself. It will probably workshops may be scheduled
cost less too.
in the future. Again, this is a
As to be expected, car free event for all students, fac
safety will be discussed as ulty, and staff. There is al
well because there is a rea ways a chance for inclement
son commercials, parents, weather so the rain date will
police, and others constantly be Friday,April 22,2005, again
insist on seatbelts and sober in the Southeast Campus
driving. The UAH Police parking lot at 3pm. Ms. Bar
Department always provides bara Lawson is available to an
numerous suggestions on swer any questions concern
general crime prevention; ing this event. She may be
but this time, the helpful ad contacted at 824-6290 or by
vice will probably be focused e m a i l i n g
on crimes centered in or lawsonb@email.uah.edu. The
around a vehicle. (An email "Powder Puff' Automobile
forward floating around Workshop promises to be
right now suggests that in successful and incredibly
the unfortunate event of be useful to all who attend. Un
ing locked in the trunk of a less being stranded with car
car by an unsavory criminal, trouble is a particular favorite
one should kick out the tail- way to pick up potential love
lights and attempt to flag oth interests, everyone should
ers down by sticking a hand come out and learn how to
out the hole.)
manage those types of situa
If all goes well and tions.
enough participants are

The Urban Challenge Online
By Alberto
Hernandez-Barral
The Urban Challenge init
i
a
t
i
v
e
(www.u
is a contest on the road,a liveaction event, carried out in a
particular US city each time,
in which two-person teams
solve clues to find twelve
checkpoints anywhere on
the street following a particu
lar order and attending to
certain rules. Participants
must move from one place to
another only by walking or
using public transportation.
Some clues areeasy, some are
not. The game is a blending
of trivia contest, scavenger
hunt, and road race. The regu
lar registration fee is $75 per
person ($150 per team), be
ing that cell phones, digital
cameras, street maps, and
clue sheets are all geared up
for participants during the
game. The ten first teams of
each competition classify for
the National Finals, held on
November every year in a ro
tating hot-spot city of the US:
2002, Las Vegas; 2003, New
Orleans; 2004, Miami. $50,000
is the amount of prize money
awarded every year at those
finals.
The original creator of the

game, Kevin McCarthy, came
up with the idea in October
2001, when he prepared a simi
lar small game tocelebrate his
daughter twelfth birthday to
amuse her and her friends.
After that, he scaled up the
thing and the results became
visible. "We had our first race
in Phoenix in May 2002 with
more than 200 participants,"
McCarthy says. "I began to
grow it and expose more and
more people." Twenty-one
races were held in 2004. The
number of participants
widely varies, but in big cit
ies like New York, 90 teams
registered last June. Besides,
interest emerged from the
corporate world unexpect
edly and, at first, the summer
intern program of the Credit
Suisse First Boston in Man
hattan started offering Urban
Challenge to a 120-interns
group of around 20 years old
as an after-work event. "It
had not even occurred to us
that there might be a way to
extend this into the business
environment." Now, AT&T,
Chase Manhattan and Gen
eral Electric are some of the
firms in the list of Urban
Challenge's representatives.
Urban Challenge has also
partnered with some organi
zations such as the charitable
Grassrootsoccer Charity, a

movement of professional
soccer players working to
ward preventing HIV among
the young population in Af
rica, and the Canadian Easter
Seal Society.
These days. The Urban
Challenge officers have
launched a much more ambi
tious, two-faced game: the
Urban Challenge Online.On
February 28, the organization
released 200 five-dollar bills
with particular serial num
bers. One hundred of these
numbers are posted on the
web page. Since then, each
week they are uncovering 25
new numbers. All that people
must do is check their wal
lets and see if their five-dol
lar serial numbers match with
any of those given. Organiz
ers are willing to pay $10,000
to the first with one of those
lucky matching bills. After
they receive the first bill, they
will offer a free registration to
any one of the Urban Chal
lenges to be celebrated in
2005. This offer is valid until
April 11.
On May 1, 8pm Eastern
Time, an online version of the
Urban Challenge game will
become the ultimate game.
Everybody can now register
by paying a $5 fee and re
ceive a registration to Sync
magazine and six free issues,

if wished. The winners will
receive an all expense paid
trip to New York, where the
Final Round will be held later
on. The prize for the winner
there amountsto $1,000,000
and the results of all of this
will be aired on TV. Organiz
ers are expecting a massive
number of participants and
want to grow this new con
test up to "the biggest game
in history." Kevin McCarthy
said: "Urban Challenge
Online is the rare opportunity
for everyone to be part of
something huge. The event
is destined to generate the
same kind of indelible impres
sion that made the original
Woodstock, the summer of
Star Wars, or the introduction
of the iPod and X-Box pop
culture icons."
On behalf of the Urban
Challenge idea, a number of
organizations are raising
money aimed at a variety of
things. For instance, it is a
valuable fundraising activity
for national student organi
zations, such as Bacchus or
Pi Sigma Epsilon, and the
more-than 60,000 athletes of
the National Collegiate Ath
letic Association are also rais
ing money for the Make-AWish foundation on cam
puses across the United
States.

If you have any questions, concerns or comments
about the Exponent please write a letter to the
Editor.
Contact him via email at
editor@exponent.uah.edu

Checking in with...
the UAH Chess Club
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Diagram after 22...Ng4?
Diagram courtesy of ChessBase

Alekhine,A - Rosanov,L
Moscow Moscow, 1907
As I wrote last time, computer technology has
changed the face of chess forever. In 1907, a future World
Champion Alexander Alekhine was playing chess
through the mails on his way to a Master title a couple of
years later. Today, at web sites like www.freechess.org
and www.itsyourmove.com, young players and old alike
can reach each other across the globe via the internet free! I encourage students to check out these sites and
use email chess to explore this ancient game while mak
ing new friends around the world.
l.e4e52.Nf3Nc6
Black defends the e5-pawn with a developing
move.
3.d4...
Alekhine chooses the Scotch Opening, per
haps white's most direct assault on the center. Years
later, in the 1990s, another World Champion Gary
Kasparov caused a minor sensation by resurrecting this
classic opening and scoring several brilliant victories
against the top players in the world. The Scotch remains
a popular opening to this day.
3...exd44.Nxd4Nf6
Striking at the e4-pawn.
5.Nxc6...
White wants to advance the e-pawn, but first
he has to eliminate the knight on c6. Breaking up the
queenside pawns is a bonus.
5...bxc66.Bd3...
This quiet line leads to equality. Today, the main
line runs something like this: 6.e5 Qe7 7.Qe2 Nd5 8.c4
Nb6 9.Nd2 a5 10.Qe4 g6 11.Bd3 Bg7 12.0-0 0-0, with
chances for both sides. The aggressive 6.e5 is more logi
cal.
6...d5 7.exd5 cxd5 8.0-0 Be7= 9.Nc3 0-0 lO.BgS...
Or 10.Bf4=.
10...c61 l.Qf3 Bg4 12.Qg3 Bh5?!
Looking to trade bishops at g6. Keeping the
bishop in play with 12...Be6= seems safer.
13.Qe5?!...
Better is 13.Rfel2.
13...Bg6 14.Bxg6 hxg6
Not 14...fxg6? 15.Qe6+Kh8 16.Qxc6±.
15.Radl„
About the same is 15.Rfel Bd6 16.Qd4 Qc7
17.Bxf6 gxfb 18.Qxf6 Bxh2+19.Kh 1= Black has three pawn
islands to defend: white only two. But that seems bal
anced by the bishop vs knight.
15...Bd6 16.Qd4Qc7 17.Qh4Nh7 18.Be3f5 19.f4Kf7<
20.Bd4...
Not 20.Qxh7? Rh8—trapping the queen
20...Rh8 21.Rdel?...
Necessary is21.h3=.
21...Nf622.Qg5...
The weakness on h2 limits white's options.
Losing is 22.Qf2Rxh2!-t-e.g., 23.Kxh2Ng4+; and22.Qg3
Nh5p drops the f-pawn.
22...Ng4?

MADDOXon page15
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN HUNTSVILLE'S
INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
PRESENTS IN CONCERT

Laura Fuentes y Calicanto

The Exponent
(256) 824-6090
104 University Center
Huntsville, Alabama
35899

The Fire and Brilliance of Latin American Roots Music from Chile, Mexico, Peru,
Puerto Rico & Venezuela

Wednesday April 13, 2005
8:00 P.M.
University Center Lawn

The Exponent is a student
paper that is run by students for
students. The paper, published
weekly, is under the advisement
of Dr. Mitch Berbrier. All UAH
students are encouraged to sub
mit articles to the Exponent at
any time throughout the semes
ter. Students interested in be
coming a regular writer for the
Exponent can contact the Chief
Editor, Joseph Terrell, via the
contact information listed
above. The UAH Exponent of
fice is located in the University
Center in Room 104, directly
across from the SGA office. Feel
free to drop by and let us know
what you think of the paper!

An "Overview of Latin American Music" Lecture will be held in Roberts
Recital Hall on April 13, 2005 at 2:00 P.M.
These Events Are Free & Open To The General Public
Events co-sponsored by:
The Alabama Hispanic Association, The Association for Campus Entertainment,
The Office of Multicultural Affairs, The Office of Student Affairs &
The Student Government Association
Rainsite: University Center Exhibit Hail
Door prizes will be give away
Feel free to bring lawn chairs or blankets
«<S»For Additional Information Please contact Mital Modi at 652-4226 or mital.modi@gmail.com

CLJUBWIRE

reSeT
thC,righl ,,oed,'a"subm'"ions f0r COn,en'- Due ,0
"*«™nts, please limit content to approximately 75 words.
All submissions must be g.ven cfirectly ,o Joseph Terrell. Editor at The Exponent office. 104 University Center or email to Joseph Terrell a,

Beginning September 16th, the UAH Chess Club meets from 6:00-11:00 pm in the UAH University Center

. • ,

•
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joining die main meeting. We welcome new members -come late, leave early, a, your convenience. UAHCC is a learning environmen^mrat studentTlve^giiiirers0We^pe^^wd] join

The UAH Formula SAE team ("Charger Motorsports") is the fastest way to gain real world experience. Ifyou have interest in a mnclrPnoin^rin„r

7

,

, ,

you've learned in class, stop by room N119 in Tech Hall Mondays at 7:00 pm. Whether your major is business. ProgramiSny, we^^signfjownalfsnno^n^^ring.'we have aplaM

TheUAHBaha'iCampusAssoeiation would like to invite you to prayers and devotionals every Thursday eveningfrom 7-9 pm in UC 132.

Alabama Students for Constitutional Retorm (ASCR) is agroup of UAH students working to help reform the outdated 1901 Constitution of Alabama. Hiegroup meets every Tjicday

International Cultural Organization in association with ACE presents Laura Fuentes Y Calicanto Live in Concert on Anriln onns
Exhibit Hall. Free to all students. Popcorn and Drinks will be served.

8.00pm on UC Lawn. Ram site place will be UC

Please join the Office of Student Affairs for the Official University of Alabama in Huntsville Class Ring Presentation on TUMHO,, A
t t-,
_
126. Guests are welcome. Reception immediately following. RSVPby April 1,2005. (256)824-6700
?
-• 2005 at 5:30 p.m. University Center Room

Lambda Pi Eta is holding a Public Speaking Contest on April 12 and 14. All speeches must be persuasive Registration k
please contact Marcie Abney at abneym@email.uah.edu or come by the Communication Arts office at MH 342 CASH PRIZES °

,
P

' 2°°5',f y0U

NASHRM. student chapter is having a scholarship fundraising raffle. You can win a 5.0 Megapixel, digital camera a MemorvKev nra on h it
•,
jfyou are interested in purchasing tickets please contact a SHRM member or email or call the President Stephanie Watson^at watsnnf@ pnwi wTa!!

The College of Science Spring Picnic will be on Friday, April 8th, from 11-lpm on the lawn outside the Materials Science Building TW u •„ k r
bat races, jtnd a new game called sitting ducks that involves water balloons! This is a free event so come on out and have some fun!

The ATO's will be hosting a Toga Party that has been moved to APRIL 9 at 9 pm. This exciting party will be held at the ATO'« f™,
neld at

haVC a"y

9ues,10nS

^

uT
hotdogs, prizes, trivia games, dizzy

•.
ATO s fraternity room and EVERYONE is invited to come!
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SGA Review
Committee Created to Investigate Network Problems
By Madison Young
A SGA Assembly was
called this week to read a
resolution concerning the
quality of the network that is
currently in use at all resi
dence halls. The Resolution
for the Reform of the
University's Residential Net
work System (A.R. 05-06.01)
calls for immediate action re
garding the considerably low
performance of ResNet and
Computer Network Services
(CNS). Any resident of UAH
Housing can relate to the
statements involving the
"timeouts" and "drastically
below standard" amount of
bandwidth. A proposal for a
"board consisting of Univer
sity Faculty, Students-both
residential and non, and
Staff" which will overlook the
processes of CNS and an
"official admonition" di
rected to CNS for "knowingly
failing in its mission to pro
vide an adequate and reliable
network and internet connec
tivity" were among the com
ponents of this piece of leg
islation. Furthermore, CNS is
blatantly not in compliance
with A Resolution Concern
ing Internet and Network
Access across Campus (H.R.
03-04.05). The program

"Patches" that CNS requires
all ResNET users to use also
caused a bit of controversy
in the meeting. Vice President,
Jade O'Neal, mentioned that
after she ran the program, her
computer instantly began to
exhibit major problems. "I
dealt with two people from
CNS, and they just treat you
like crap," stated Ms. O'Neal.
Many students in SGA admit
ted that upon approaching
the staff of CNS for help, the
staff was not helpful and in
fact quite discourteous. Mem
bers of the SGA decided on
creating a committee to inves
tigate the resolution and CNS.
Several guests were
present in the SGA House
mostly to represent groups
with special funding re
quests. Much to the dismay
of the Representatives, Mital
Modi, the Finance Chair, an
nounced that the amount of
money the House has to give
has diminished substantially
in the past month. In March
alone, the House gave out
nearly fifteen thousand dol
lars to various organizations.
Due to the recent transition
between Finance chairs, the
amount of money available
was a little uncertain until this
meeting. The SGA House
currently started this meeting
with $6,587 to use until Octo

ber.
Psi Chi, the psychology
honors society, attended this
meeting to request $1,250 in
order to attend a regional
conference in Nashville, TN.
Students will be presenting
research at this event as well
as attending educational ses
sions. This organization had
previously raised $738. Be
cause this figure was a worstcase scenario estimate, the
recommended and approved
amount was only $750. The
American Society of Me
chanical Engineers were in
attendance as well to ask for
$400 to go to a regional con
ference in Jacksonville,
Florida. This group raised
two hundred dollars and ex
plained that they would be
competing in three of four
contests held at the event.
After a run through of all the
submissions, member Vir
ginia Sessions noted that
they had a good chance of
placing in the top three. The
amount requested was rec
ommended and approved.
The Arab Club applied for
funding from the SGA as
well; however the application
was not completed three
weeks prior to the event. This
requirement is to assure that
the SGA has time to assess
the request; either to ap

prove or deny it, and transfer
any funds in the case of ap
proval. Therefore, no recom
mendation was made by the
Finance Committee and, the
request was denied.
The Programming Com
mittee posed a question in
volving the return of Mid
night Madness, an event
held in the fall to celebrate the
first practice of the UAH Bas
ketball team. House Repre
sentatives were excited about
this idea and wish to pursue
it.
There were a few addi
tions to the House this week.
Three elected members who
were absent last week,
Kristen Spellerberg, Kathryn
Wilson, and Janah Pool, were
formally sworn in. Further
more, two students were ap
pointed and sworn in this
week, Seth Farrington and
Abdelghani El Gharras.
Several amendments were
on the list of new business
this week, all five of which
were authored by Senator
Samuel Parks. Due to time
constraints, the House was
only able to approach two,
S.A. 04-05.01 an amendment
regarding the line of succes
sion in the Executive Branch
of the SGA and S.A. 04-05.02
an amendment regarding the
line of succession in the As

Author of the Resolution concerning CNS and ResNET
sembly Committee Chair Po
sition. Representatives voted
to temporarily suspend the
rules about the required num
ber of readings in order to
vote on each piece of legisla
tion immediately.S.A04-05.01
was struck down by seven
opposing votes and twelve
abstentions. The second
proposed amendment, S.A.
04-05.02, also failed withfour
teen opposing votes and
seven abstentions. Accord
ing to Speaker of the House,
Laura F. Moore, the consti
tution of the SGA in no way
recognizes the existence of
committees. "You cannot
amend something that isn't
there." Essentially, this
amendment calls for the
"ranking member of the com
mittee who is in attendance"
to serve as the temporary

chair in the event that the of
ficial chair is absent. Several
key points were brought up
during the discussion of this
issue. From this debate it
seems as though the amend
ment sought to recognize
Assembly committees and
then amend itself to include
a line of succession. In this
matter, the rules were again
temporarily suspended to al
low voting. A major part of
these failures seemed to have
been the fact that many
thought it more reasonable to
amend the Bylaws of each
branch considering an
amendment to the constitu
tion entails a school wide
vote.

Wampler Approved as New Frosh Mosh Chair
By Tomas Gallucci
The fiery passion that
went into the debate in the
Assembly over CNS carried
over into the Senate this
week, for not only were there
strong emotions in the cloak
room of student power but
that energy was also chan
neled into a "get 'er done"
attitude, a tone set last week
by President Ryan Schueler.
Resolve was the undertonedtheme of the night and the
Senate was resolved to do
business.
The Senate's call to order
took place at 21:37.At 21:43,
a motion to adjourn was
made by Senator Mike
Burleson and seconded by
Senator Paul Burns to test the
precedence chart based on

Robert's Rules of Order.
This week, the Student
Council for the Honors Pro
gram was again brought be
fore the Senate, this time
signed by the appropriate
people. "I figured it out", said
Senator Ashley Campbell. It
was determined that the
Council's purpose is to have
students advise the Honors
Council, primarily composed
of the faculty members who
teach or otherwise make the
Honors Program come to life.
There was brief discussion
over whether or not the Stu
dent Council should gain of
ficial recognition since by the
rules of the SGA, a club, coun
cil, etc., must be open for all
UAH
students.
Sen.
Burleson affirmed that in fact
the way that the Council was
proposed, all students were

eligible tobe part of the Coun
cil. The Senate unanimously
immediately admitted the club
after the clarification.
The re-charters of the
Kappa Delta Phi Honors So
ciety as well as the Women's
Studies Student Organization
occurred en passant.
The bill of removal
against Senator Latoya Jack
son was withdrawn due to the
fact that Sen. Jackson quietly
resigned.
The Mission for the Up
coming Year by Sen. Parks
was read and was started by
noting that the SGA has not
accomplished all that it could
this year and gave a respect
ful nod to deceased faculty
members. The Mission,
which was sent to all SGA
members, went on to encour
age everyone that the com

ing year offers another
chance to make a difference
at UAH by acting on student
concerns by effectively serv
ing in the SGA. Of special
note was an admonition that
the SGA had "executed very
few programs in conjunction
with the Association of Cam
pus Entertainment" and
should therefore be more dili
gent to work with ACE in the
future.
Next on the agenda was
the approval of Mr. Alan
Wampler for Frosh Mosh
Committee Chair. After Presi
dent Schueler recommended
Mr. Wampler to the Senate,
Mr. Wampler was given a
thorough
examination.
Amongst his qualifications,
Mr. Wampler noted that he
had been rush chair for Sigma
Nu. Admitting that position

didn't involve as large a sum
of money as did Frosh Mosh,
Mr. Wampler did make men
tion of the fact that there were
large sums of money in
volved in both the Spring
and Fall recruitments for
Sigma Nu. The Senate ques
tioned whether or not it was
a conflict of interest for Mr.
Wampler to be both chair of
Sigma Nu's rush as well as
Frosh Mosh Committee. Mr.
Wampler made a passionate
speech about how he had
served Frosh Mosh in his
freshman and sophomore
year, nearly fulfilling the po
sition back then, but had to
withdraw due to abrupt
scheduling conflicts with
work. After examining Mr.
Wampler, the Senate deliber
ated for another ten minutes
among themselves before fi

nally giving the position to
him. President Schueler then
swore Mr. Wampler in as a
SGAmember.
The Duck Pond resolu
tion was the next order of
business. The resolution
called for UAH to take what
ever means appropriate to see
to the upkeep of the duck
pond. The resolution, having
a counterpart in the College
of Nursing, passed unani
mously after fifteen minutes
of deliberation over grammar,
wording and the like.
The meeting concluded
with the unanimous approval
of Senator Paul Burns as
chairman of the Academic
Affairs Committee.

NEED A JOB?
The Exponent currently has positions available for writers. If you are intrested please contact
Joseph Terrell via email at editor@exponent.uah.edu
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Old Passions Die Hard in
Ne iv Novel
By Shonneky Langham
Entertainment Editor
I don't know why I was surprised at all the heavy
intensity in this novel. Anita Shreve after all, wrote it.
Shreve is a wonderful author but she writes books that
often deal with life, love, and intensity of emotion that
usually only happens to the older and more experienced.
The jacket of the novel described it as a "contemporary
romance" so I figured it wouldn't be too deep or dark to
qualify as light-hearted reading. I was terribly wrong.
Where or When is a novel about the rekindling of a
relationship between a middle-aged man and woman, both
of when just happen to be married to other people. One
morning, 44-year-old Charles Callahan is quietly reading
the newspaper when he runs across a picture of a woman
he hasn't seen for 30 years. The young couple met for
one week during summer camp when they were both 14
years old. The woman, Sian Richards (pronounced Sean)
is a published poet and has been married for the past
twelve years. Charles is so overcome when he sees Sian's
photo that he impulsively decides to send Sian a letter.
Thus begins a correspondence that quickly escalates to
a meeting, which quickly becomes something much more
than a casual affair.
The big question is: did I like this novel? Well as a
story, I thought this novel sucked more than a vacuum.
Reading it is like watching a train wreck but in very slow
motion. They are so in love that the couple's behavior
borders on obsession. Charles doesn't eat or sleep when
he isn't with Sian. Sian neglects her husband, her child,
and her work when she hasn't heard from Charles. By the
way, Charles sends Sian letters everyday and while stand
ing in line at the post office he unbuttons his shirt and
stuffs it into a package with 5 other townspeople stand
ing behind him wondering what the hell he's doing. To
readers who are less familiar with this kind of passion,
scenes like the one previously mentioned lose their poi
gnancy and seem to be more baffling than moving. The
book is full of moments like these, where good sense
takes a backseat to more prudent behavior. It's in these
scenes that readers may feel (and I certainly felt) that
Shreve may have written this novel for more mature read
ers who may have become disillusioned with their lives
and wish to go back to simpler times and less complicated
I lives
One thing I really can't complain about is the techni
cal skill Ms. Shreve displays with her writing. I have to
say that none of the things I disliked about this novel
involve Shreve's writing; it's that good. Shreve's writing
is stylish and sparse. The fact that she can portray the
couple's love with such intensity is a testament to her
ability to craft her words into pictures. Even thought she
use a lot of flowery language, Shreve still makes the story
feel like poetry. She conveys the feverish emotion, the
unbalanced obsession, in such a way that the readers
feel as drained as the desperate lovers must be. While my
complaints about the story are many, my critique is not
with the writing. If there are any aspiring writers reading
this article, do yourself a favor and study the way Shreve
uses a few words to display a wealth of emotion. Some
times reading authors who are masters at their craft and
emulating their style is better than a thousand creative
writing courses.
While I have generally panned this novel I want to
| say that it has much more to do with the story itself than
with Anita Shreve as an author. I have read other books
of hers and I loved the way she uses words. Where or
When doesn't do the author's storytelling abilities any
I justice. Her writing ability, however, isn't in question.
Despite its heavy plot line and narrow audience appeal
Shreve shouldn't hang her head in shame about this one.
No, I didn't like the story and as far as light-hearted read
ing goes this one should not be on the list. Don't count
Shreve out altogether, though. Try another of her books
I and give this great author a chance to redeem herself.
I don't know why I was surprised at all the heavy
I intensity in this novel. Anita Shreve after all, wrote it.
| Shreve is a wonderful author but she writes books that
I often deal with life, love, and intensity of emotion that
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Entertainment
Kenny Mango's: Great Coffee, Art
By Sean Kaloi
Last week, while down
town, I ran across a small cof
fee shop and art gallery. I had
a few minutes to spare out of
my busy schedule, so I de
cided to go in and have a
quick espresso before being
on my way. As I stepped
through the door, I was
amazed to discover the im
pressive and captivating ar
ray of decor. Vibrant and ver
dant tropical flora in colorful
vases dotted the spacious
scene. The combination of
Victorian-style mood light
ing, modem track-lighting,
and the cool color scheme
creates a natural, relaxing, yet
edgy atmosphere. There was
also an unconventional, but
very successful, mixture of
antique furniture and pro
gressive artworks all around
me, enough to keep someone
pleasantly engaged for
hours. It was almost as if
Kenny Mango's had sent me
into another realm altogether.
One thing was for sure, I no
longer felt I was in this small,
southern city. It was then that
I shook myself and decided
to order a coffee, made by
none other than Kenny him
self. "For here or to go?" he
asked me. No longer caring
or even thinking about my
schedule, I replied, "For
here."
Intrigued by the atmo
sphere and odd location, I
decided to ask him a few ques
tions while he prepared my

double espresso. After ob
taining basic information, I
dove into the questions that
most occupied my mind.
"What exactly are your aspi
rations for Kenny Mango's?"
He told me he wanted to pro
vide a "unique and relaxing"
environment to give people
a break from their daily rou
tines; he also wanted to be
known for "great coffee." He
elaborated on his last point,
explaining how he was, in fact,
a "coffee fanatic" and how he
had even studied coffee in
order to make a top-notch
brew. As he finished his sen
tence, he brought over a small
blue and white decorative
cup and saucer, out of which
rose a tantalizing, robust fra
grance. I added my spoon of
sugar, stirred, inhaled the va
por, and sipped. I have to say,
the long hours of study paid
off.
Moving on with my in
quiry, I mentioned the art
work, "What had you hoped
to accomplish by featuring
an art gallery in your caf6?"
He explained that he had
never really seen any coffee
shops in the area feature an
art gallery. By having one, he
hoped to bring more to his
shop and his customers while
providing local artists ways
to make themselves known to
the public. While I was there,
I happened to meet one artist
named Missy and had a
chance to ask her opinion on
Kenny Mango's. She talked
to me about the "cozy, com
fortable environment" and

the way she feels it allows her
to "escape" for a few mo
ments. She also expressed her
delight when prompted on
the artwork and explained
how local artists really need
ways to place their art into
the public eye. When I asked
her about the coffee, she re
plied, "It's the chai that I
love."
I went on to ask Kenny
whether there were any up
coming events or promo
tions. He told me there were
usually live performances on
weekends. There are already
artworks displayed and on
sale around the shop. Never
theless, within the next
month, he is going open an
entire upstairs gallery and
have themed exhibitions held
in the caf6 as well. What
themes are used, according
to Kenny, depends on the
nature of the featured art as
well as the performing artists,
(serious UAH art students:
feel free to bring by individual
pieces or built-up portfolios)
There was still one ques
tion looming in my mind, and
I finally asked him, "There are
potentially more profitable
locations; why did you
choose Downtown?" He told
me downtown areas were
once the centre of activity in
cities; their layout and inher
ent beauty radiates a charac
ter that is unequaled in
today's society. He also told
me that he believes down
town areas are on the rise
again. All that are needed are
new, unique, exciting places

to patron, and people will be
attracted to the old, conven
tional, classic districts of
American cities. This com
ment brought new thoughts
and questions to my atten
tion.
What ever happened to
those bygone days when
people would stroll up and
down the cobbled streets of
the old historic district?
When did people stop fre
quenting the downtown soda
shops of Main Street
America? Why did people
disregard the aesthetic net
work of broad sidewalks and
colorful alleyways? Was it for
the wondrous beauty of the
parking lot? Perhaps it was
the luring excitement of bus
tling department store aisles?
Whatever the cause for tran
sition, one thing is clear,
people no longer have an in
terest in the older areas of our
cities. Still, there are people
breaking boundaries and
dodging expectations. There
are places that are adapting
to outdated conventional ar
eas and are, consequently,
creating new precedents. Sur
prisingly, I found one of those
people behind the counter in
a small, pleasurable, and
moderately priced coffee
shop. And I found one of
those places in the down
town square of our very own
small, pleasurable, moder
ately-priced Huntsville, Ala
bama.

Stick it to The Man: Do Not Complain
By Daniel Horton

films right behind that. Sup
the supposed apocalypse is
posedly, things have gone
the inexplicable popularity of
downhill and have been do people like Ashlee Simpson.
Usually, I am not really one ing so for a while now. And
How on Earth can someone
that is too vocal about things to some extent it has. Own
who is blatantly unattractive
that relatively do not really ing a radio in this day and
and talent-less without
matter that much. In the long time is basically pointless
Photoshop or Pro Tools
run, it usually means little to unless you want to hear a
achieve a top billing on Sat
pitch your voice into some coma inducing rotation of
urday Night Live or the Or
thing literally meaningless about five or six talent-less
ange Bowl halftime show?
such as tastes in film, music, yet gorgeous artists. Of
Oh yeah, sell your soul to a
books, or any other sort of course, it's not them you are
corporation and be the sister
entertainment medium. But hearing either, but probably
of another appalling celebrity.
there has also been a point an overproduced digital rep
Someone has to be either a
for me this past year where I resentation of their voices.
good manager or publicist
have heard a lot of whining The movie theater has not
simply because of the fact
and complaining about the really been all that hot either,
that she has not been pub
general state of things in
honestly. Obviously, artistic licly lynched after turning
these areas. And you know quality has been thrown out
both of her nationally tele
what? Things are not really the window when movies like
vised stages into a joke.
that bad. It is just that cer
Miss Congeniality or The
But here is an example
tain people may be overly
Ring get sequels. Yes indeed, where I see an overt pessi
pessimistic and simply do not mainstream entertainment is
mism. As terrible as Simpson
know where to look for good
pretty crappy these days, but was, no one seemed to no
stuff actually out there.
that does not necessarily tice the obvious contrast be
Music is probably the mean the end of all things.
tween her and the musical
largest area, with perhaps
One of the best signs of guest to follow her a few

weeks later on Saturday
Night Live. On the same
stage where she exposed re
ally how far the hand of The
Man has extended, a certain
four man band from Dublin,
Ireland gave up their very
souls to their audience on
live television. Whereas she
did the chicken dance and
walked away from her obliga
tions like an embarrassed girl
on the playground, a man
who fights AIDS and debt in
Africa bared himself about
his dead father. And yet no
one noticed. Controversy
reached a fever pitch about
her screw up, and at the same
time the musical pinnacle of
a recent Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame inductee slipped
through the cracks of the
mainstream media and watercooler conversation.
Perhaps The Man just
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Miller's Sin City: Every Vice Available
By Tomas Gallucci
The movie that critics
have claimed that "half of
Hollywood in it", Sin City,
has every vice you could
hope to have in a movie.
Based on the graphic novels
by Frank Miller, this film
makes no bones about its
content. "Based on" is a mis
nomer. In fact, one could mis
take the movie for the graphic
novels themselves. What ex
actly is a graphic novel? A
graphic novel is similar to a
comic, the difference being
that a comic is usually geared
towards audiences of all ages
whereas graphic novels are
geared towards an adult au
dience. For example, the re
cent slated-to-be-blockbuster
Constantine was loosely
based on the graphic novel
series by the same name.
Why would someone possi
bly confuse Sin City the
movie with Sin City the
graphic novel? Because the
movie is shot-by-shot
straight out of the graphic
novel. So much so, that a
website that had a compari
son of the book to shots in
the movie had to take their

comparison off line because
in a mere ninety-six hours
there had been over four
gigabytes of bandwidth used
to accommodate the users
who were examining the stark
comparisons.
Sin City encompasses
four of the seven story lines
that make up the series, one
of which is a collection of
short situations. It was from
this collection that the project
was born. Director Robert
Rodriguez's vision for the
project was to create a rep
lica of the books on films.
Writer Frank Miller had bad
dealings with allowing his
work to get translated to the
silver screen and was there
fore very skittish about any
one ever doing a film version.
So Rodriguez shot a scene
from The Customer is Always
Right totally against green
screen thereby necessitating
that the sets be added in
postproduction. Showing
this to Frank Miller, Rodriguez
said, "If you like this, this will
be the opening to the movie.
If not, you'll have your own
short film to show your
friends." Miller was so im
pressed that he gave
Rodriguez the go ahead. The

footage was so stunning that
while casting, Rodriguez
would show it to the actors
and each were in turn amazed
at this new advance in film
making.
The visual style of this
movie is that of the graphic
novels: black and white with
occasional splashes of color
on select items. Of note, this
film was groundbreaking for
more than just fancy visuals;
this was the first truly digital
live action film. Unlike Sky

Captain of the World, Sin
City not only contained vir
tual sets but it was also shot
on high definition digital
cameras thereby pioneering
a new kind of movie making.
Sin City is a film about
perverted justice, meaning
that there is no real "good
guys." In a town where hook
ers administer their own jus
tice, the police force is
crocked, and the senator's
son is a pedophile pervert
that no one will put to jus
tice, how can their be a "good
guy"? This is a film about
right and wrong, but it takes
a look at the darker side of
humanity. A word of caution
to the weak of stomach or
heart: this film has extreme

graphic violence, nudity, drug
content...and all the vices
you'd expect to see in a film
named Sin City. In fact,
Rodriguez was stunned that
the film didn't garner an NC17 rating. This is a film about
doing the right thing even if
it means your torture or your
death.

Short Treks: Memphis in May
By Sarah Perrin
Spring break may be over,
but it is never too late for a
weekend getaway. When
you have a chance, consider
ditching the books, packing
your bags, and heading up
to Memphis. This great city
is known for three thingsBeale Street, music, and
barbeque. And while any
time is a good time to visit,
May isespecially great. Each
year they play host "Mem
phis in May" a month long
series of celebrations and
festivals that officially kick
off summer for locals and a
few hundred thousand of
their closest visitors. This
year's festivities include the
Beale Street Music Festival,
the Desti-Nations Interna
tional Family Festival, the
World
Championship
Barbeque Cooking Contest,
the Sunset Symphony, and
Forty Shades of Green.
First things first, once you
decide when you will be vis
iting Memphis go ahead and
make hotel reservations. With
all the cool things going on it
is not uncommon for places
to get booked up. When look
ing for a hotel there are sev
eral things you will want to
consider. I highly recommend
spending an extra ten to
twenty dollars a night for a
hotel that provides breakfast
and is within walking dis
tance to public transporta

tion. Parking, especially in
the walking districts with the
jazz clubs and shops, is diffi
cult to come by, expensive,
and not always the safest.
Many hotels provide safe
parking for your car and are
located within walking dis
tance of one of the best ways
to get around—trolleys.
They
may
not
be
Manhattan's subway, but
they are cheap, reliable, run
every few minutes, and all in
all a great way to go.
You can virtually tour the
entire city that way, which is
a great way to take in the sites
when you only have a little
time. Because Memphis is a
city that is up all night, most
people sleep in. This can
make getting a decent break
fast hard; if you do not have
a stocked pantry! Luckily,
many of the hotels near the
trolleys also provide a conti
nental breakfast, which,even
if it costs extra, will no doubt
be cheaper and less irritating
than driving around looking
for a Waffle House.
Here's another good tip—
pack light layers of clothes.
In the early summer months
the weather changes con
stantly. When the mosqui
toes are bad you'll be glad to
have a long sleeve shirt or
two. Also, consider leaving
your cash at home. Check
cards are taken just about
everywhere and offer protec
tion from pickpockets. Just
make sure to have a small

stash of one-dollar bills for
the trolley (operators do not
make change). If you feel so
inclined, keep a few dollars
handy to give to the many
homeless people. Now that
everything is in order, let's
see what will be going on for
the weekend you have se
lected to visit.
Forty Shades of Green,
the name of this year's Inter
national Program, will be held
from April 3 - May 15. At the
Dixon Gallery and Garden you
will have the unique oppor
tunity to experience the work
of forty Irish artists and
craftsperson. A unique com
bination of textile techniques
will make you long to visit Ire
land firsthand. This display
was created to honor the City
of Cork as it was named the
2005 European capital of cul
ture. This is the exhibit's first
visit abroad. Admission for
students and children is free,
adults are $5 and seniors are
$4.
The premier event, the
Beale Street Music Festival,
will be held this year from
April 29 - May 1. This out
door festival overlooks the
Mississippi River and is simi
lar in style to our own Big
Spring Jam. Each year fea
tures some of the top names
in many music genres. Some
performers this year include
Jack Johnson, Switchfoot,
Nickel Creek, Seether, Ameri
can Hi-Fi, Nelly, The Killers,
Los Lonely Boys, Sarah

McLachlan, Elvis Costello,
and Memphis native Lisa
Marie Presley. Tickets can be
purchased at the gate, or in
advance (and at a discount)
through Ticketmaster. A
single day pass is $19.50 and
a festival pass is $45.00.
Hot tip # 2: If you are
looking for the perfect sou
venir from this weekend skip
the t-shirt and souvenir mug
and opt for some art. Each
year festival posters are de
signed by local artist George
Hunt who has an outstand
ing ability to capture the
spirit of Memphis with paint.
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Carmike 10
MOVIE TIMES
Times valid
on Thursdays only

"It's time to prove to your
friends that you're worth a
damn. Sometimes that means
dying, sometimes it means

killing a whole lot of people."
"Walk down the right back
alley in Sin City and you can
find anything."

OPPORTUNITIES
Calandar of Events for the City of HUntsville

Live Music
April 8 Forever Changed & Eyes Around @
Flying Monkey Arts Center, Huntsville, AL
April 9 Lenny Kravitz @ The Tabernacle,
Atlanta, GA
April 9 Patti LaBelle @ Von Braun Center,
Huntsville, AL
April 15 Annihilation Time & The Pine Hill
Paints @ Flying Monkey Arts Center, Hunts
ville, AL

Theatre Events
April 6 The Weeds and Africa Mia @ Flying
Monkey Arts Center Huntsville, AL

April 8-9,10 8i 15-16 Madame Butterfly @
Renaissance Theatre, Huntsville, AL

April 13 8i 14 Sinners and Saints: The Women
I Know @ Flying Monkey Arts Center, Hunts
ville, AL
April 15-30 Love, Sex and the IRS @ Renais
sance Theatre Huntsville, AL

Top Ten Movies
Be Cool 1:00 7:00
Guess Who 12:45
1:45 3:10 4:30 5:35
7:15 8:00 9:45
Hostage 4:00 9:40
Man of the House
3:45 9:45
Million Dollar Baby
12)45 7:00
Miss Congeniality 2
12:30 1:30 3:05
4:15 5:40 7:00 8:15
9:45
The Pacifier 12:30
2:45 5:00 7:15 9:45
Sin City 1:00 1:45
4:00 4:45 7:00 8:00
9:45
The Upside of Anger
1:45 4:25 7:15 10:00

Top Ten Singles

1. Sin City
2. Beauty Shop
3. Guess Who
4. Robots
5. Miss Congeniality 2
6. The Pacifier
7. The Ring 2
8. The Upside of Anger
9. Hitch
10. Ice Princess

1. Candy Shop 50 Cent feat Olivia
2. Since You Been Gone Kelly Clarkson
3. Hate It or Love It The Game feat 50 Cent
4. Obsession Frankie Cleat Baby Bash
5. Boulevard of Broken Dreams Green Day
6. Disco Inferno 50 Cent
7. Let Me Love You Mario
8. Caught Up Usher
9. How We Do The Game feat 50 Cent
10. Rich Girl Gwen Stefani feat Eve
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Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Baseball

Charger Baseball Sweeps LMU

(0-11,0-4)
April 3 Lincoln Memorial 9, UAH 0
Upcoming Match:
April 12 at Martin Methodist, 2:30 p.m.

baseball program as they
picked up three key wins
Sports Editor
against Gulf-South Confer
ence rival Lincoln Memorial
After suffering two losses University. The Charger's
on the road at North Georgia, needed this win to make up
the Charger Baseball team ground in the GSC East Divi
rebounded to complete their
sion
standings. UAH
first three game sweep of this achieved the victories in
season in a two-day series three close contests against
against Lincoln Memorial at LMU-resulting in a pair of 5Joe Davis over the weekend. 4 wins on Saturday and an
On March 30, UAH faced eleven inning 10-9 win on
North Georgia in Dahlonega, Sunday afternoon.
GA for a double header. The
Saturday's series opener
NAIA powerhouse, who is saw senior Trai Meadows,
currently ranked number 22 along with Juniors Ryan
in the latest NAIA poll, Bowerman and Brian Nash,
proved to be too much for lead the Charger offensive
the Chargers as they handed with two hits a piece. Mead
UAH a 12-5 and 9-7 loss. Jun ows also collected his fifth
ior Troy Mitchell(l-3) col
homer of the season. Junior
lected his third loss of the Dustin Davenport (4-0)
year after coming in during picked up the win for UAH
the fifth inning to relieve after coming in to relieve
starting pitcher Senior Trai starting pitcher Senior Tyde
Meadows during the first Meadows, who pitched a
game. Sophomore Jordan solid seven innings of work
Steele (2-2) picked up the loss by striking out eight and only
in the second game.
giving up three earned runs.
This past weekend proved
The second game proved
to be exciting for the Charger to be even more exciting as

Women's Tennis

Charger Softball Back on Track

(11-13, 5-4)
April 2
UAH 5, Lincoln Memorial 4
UAH 5, Lincoln Memorial 4
April 3
UAH 10, Lincoln Memorial 9
Upcoming Games:
April 9 at Montevallo (DH), 2 p.m.
April 10 at Montevallo, 1 p.m.

Softball
(36-8,6-5)
April 2
UAH 5, West Alabama 4
April 3
UAH 9, West Alabama 6
UAH 8, West Alabama 0
Upcoming Games:
April 9 vs. Florida Gulf Coast (DH), 2:30 p.m.
April 10 vs. Albany State (DH), 12 p.m.

Track and Field
April 9 Rhodes 5 Way, Memphis TN

Men's Tennis

(2-9,1-4)
April 3 Lincoln Memorial 7, UAH 2
April 4 UAH 6, Cumberland 3
Upcoming Match:
April 12 at Martin Methodist, 2:30 p.m.

Athlete Quick
Take Questionnaire
By Heather Evans

UAH Track and Field AthleteTammy Freeman
What is your middle name? Kay
When is your birthday? November 22,1984
What is one character trait you like in other people?

By Heather Evans

By Chris Karigan
Although the Lady Charg
ers were (33-8) overall, they
were on the losing end in the
Gulf South Conference, with
a (3-5) record. They hoped
to change that this past week
starting with the West Ala
bama Tigers.
April 2
UAH5,UWA4
UAH started things off
pretty quickly as sophomore
right fielder Stephanie Pinto
began the second inning
with a lead-off home run.
Senior left fielder Ashley Pot
ter decided to repeat as she
sent the ball beyond the wall
in the second at bat of the
second inning. Following a
four run offensive burst by
;

By Candice Burch

Do you have any pets? Sassy is a Chihuahua and Lily
What is your favorite restaurant? O'Charley's
What is yourfavorite movie of all-time? Girls Just Wanna
Have Fun

What is your favorite T.V. Show? Summerland
Tell a little about your"track" record here at UAH: I
was recruited for track, joined the cross country team as a
sophomore. My favorite event is the pole vault because of
the technical challenges. My greatest track achievement
was anchoring the 4x400m relay to secure the team title for
Scottsboro at the 2001 Indoor State Championship.

ing six in the final two innings.
UAH would scramble to get
a bead on the Tigers, asfresh
man pitcher Jenni Smithson
started the game, but was
later relieved by freshman
pitcher Courtney Hudson
and Jenny Hess.
The
changes worked out for the
Chargers, as Jenni Smithson
(9-1) picked up the win on the
heels of a Jenny Hess save,
her first of the season.
UAH 8, UWA 0
Despite having six hits in
the weekend finale, the Ti
gers could not do anything
offensively or defensively
against UAH. The Chargers
started things off in the sec
ond inning, rattling off four
runs behind a double, a
single, and a bases loaded
walk. After the second inin

noon to outscore LMU one
final time 10-9 after eleven
innings.
Junior designated hitter
Wes Hopper started the
Charger offense in the sec
ond inning with his fifth
homerun of the year. Hopper
collected two hits for the day
with 3RBI's. Left fielder Brett
Dunlap and second baseman
David Pressley also added to
the offensive effort. Dunlap
contributed a 3-for-6 perfor
mance with 2 RBI's while
Pressley chimed in with four
hits and 2 RBI's. Senior Clay
Doggett (2-1) collected the
win for the Chargers after
holding off an LMU come
back in the top of the elev
enth.
The Charger baseball
team now heads out to face
Southern
Arkansas,
Montevallo, and Kennesaw
State on the road before com
ing back to Huntsville on
April 15. Good Luck Guys!

ning, the team never looked
back, sending in four more
runs on a pair of sacrifices
and a double.
Having
pitched in all three games,
Jenny Hess (12-1) got the win
for UAH.
With the weekend sweep,
the Chargers made it back on
the plus side of their GSC
record at (6-5) and (36-8)
overall. UAH next travels to
Florence for a double header
with UNA on April 6 before
meeting Florida Gulf Coast
and Albany State at home on
April 9 and 10, respectively.
Those six games serve as a
warm-up for the GSC cross
over, where the Chargers can
make some serious headway
for the upcoming GSC cham
pionships. Be sure to sup
port our Lady Chargers!

Charger Tennis Picks Up Two Wins

Spontaneity
and Taylor are Cats

the Tigers to take the lead,
junior pitcher Lindsey Skin
ner was relieved by sopho
more pitcher Jenny Hess.
After a sacrifice fly in the fifth
inning and two base hit RBIs
in the seventh inning, UAH
had retaken the lead for good.
Hess (11-1) got the win for
the Chargers, as UAH was
off to a good start.
April 3
UAH9,UWA6
The Chargers started off
where they left off with the
Tigers, amassing eight runs
before UWA had even got
ten on the board. One of
those included Stephanie
Pinto's thirteenth home run
of the season, delivered in the
top of the sixth inning. Once
the Tigers did score though,
they
let up,
up, scor
mcy would
woum not
not let
scor-

the Chargers were done by a
single run heading into the
ninth inning. Senior David
Pressley led off the inning by
reaching first on an LMU er
ror. An attempt to move
Pressley over by Senior
Tobias Kelley failed before
Senior Ryan Cox was able to
push him to second with a
ground out. With two outs
down, Trai Meadows
launched a single up the
middle sending Pressley
home to tie the game at four.
Junior Ryan Bowerman then
collected his only hit of the
game at the perfect moment
when he sent one out to the
warning track to end the
game with another 5-4 tally.
Junior Matt Guisler finished
out the game for the Charg
ers at the mound while also
collecting the win.
The final game of the se
ries was set on a beautiful
Sunday afternoon with an
enthusiastic audience look
ing on. The Chargers did not
disappoint as they capitalized
on their 18 hits in the after

The UAH Lady Chargers
picked up their second win
of the season last Thursday
with a 9-0 victory over Mar
tin Methodist. UAH defeated
Martin Methodist 9-0.
Scores from the Women's
Singles Matches:
1.Mireia
Fernandez
(UAH) def. Flora de la Garza

6-1,6-2
2.Emilia Golik (UAH) def.

^~
Renee Simmonds 6-2,6-2
3.Ashley Perry (UAH)
def. Lindsay Roberds 6-2,60
4/Stacy Wetmore (UAH)
def. Afiya Cozier 6-2,6-2
5.Jeanine Stevenson
(UAH) def. Cyndi Payne 6-0,
6-2

6.Candice Burch (UAH)
def. Brandy Thigpen 6-2,6-2
Scores from the Women's
Doubles Matches:
1 -Peny/Stevenson (UAH)
def. de la Garza/Simmons 8-2

2.Fernandez/Wetmore
(UAH) def. Payne/Roberds 81

6-1. The doubles team con
sisting of Jonathon Parker
and Zac Brown won 8-4 over

3.Golik/Burch (UAH) def.
Cozier/Thigpen 8-5

Frieitas/Myers.

The Charger Men fell
to Martin Methodist 3-6. The
wins from the men came at
number one and three singles
and at number three doubles.
Shawn Mead defeated Oliver
Thouvenot 7-6, 6-3 at the
number one spot and third
seeded Brunno Rocha
knocked off Pedro Pinto 6-3,

teams traveled to Harrogate,
TN, to play Lincoln Memo
rial University for the last
conference match of the sea
son, both teams fell to the
Railsplitters and missed their
chance to go to the Gu
South Conference Tourna
ment. The men fell 0-9and the
mru nn oaaey

On Sunday, April 3, both

C«0S1 INTO THi SUE

BURCH from page8
women were defeated 2-7.
Wins came from the Lady
Chargers at number three
doubles and six. singles.
Emilia Golik teamed up with
Candice Burch at number
three doubles to win 8-6 in a
tight match against Erika
Jonssan
and
Rachel
Redmond. In singles Candice
Burch was the only one to
emerge victorious against
LMU with the upset over 6th

seeded Rachel Redmond 6-1

Stacy Wetmore, Jeanine
Stevenson, Candice Burch all
earned singles wins for the
Chargers. The number two
and three doubles teams also
won. Both the men and
women travel to Cumberland
on Wednesday, April 6, and
to
Martin
Methodist
on Tuesday, April 12, for their
last two matches of the 2005
season.

6-2.

On Monday,April 4, the
Lady
Chargers
faced
Cumberland University for
their last home match of the
season. It was a match that
was originally scheduled for
February 26 but was resched
uled due to rain. The women
picked up their third win of
the season easily with a 6-3
tally. Miereia Fernandez,

Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United States Air Force,
it's unlikely you'll even spend it in the same state or country. You'll have the opportunity to
practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields in a variety of nursing environments. And
you'll feel a greater sense of shared responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually
lead your team. Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have? Then call 1-800-588-5260.
AIRF0RCE.COM/healthcare • 1 - 8 0 0 - 5 8 8 - 5 2 5 0
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Wal-Mart Government
By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief
Wal-Mart: the all-encompassing entity that will one
day rule your life. The low price and high volume strat
egy has really paid off for this monolith. Free trade abroad
is a great incentive to import cheap items, which are mod
eled after American brands, as opposed to stocking stores
with American made products, and selling them for dirt
cheap.
While I cannot speak for other areas of the country, I
can comment on Wal-Mart's impact on the area where I
live in the northeastern part of Alabama. Growing up, I
can actually remember Wal-Mart being a cool place, a
place we might frequent once every couple of weeks. For
one thing, there weren't near as many individual loca
tions. Wal-Mart peacefully coexisted with neighboring
competitors in the 'state of nature of capitalism'. Some
where along the line the Wal-Mart elite must have de
cided to pursue the policy: eliminate competition. I can
report that the policy is working quite well. Cricket Hall, a
favorite local place to purchase hunting and fishing equip
ment, is the first place I can remember that fell victim.
This was probably five years ago. Now, the effects seem
to be concentrated on grocery stores. The Food World
location in Albertville, Alabama, is the first casualty in
our area, closing sometime in the past year. Three of the
other local grocery stores in Boaz, Alabama, are feeling
the heat as well, and I will not be surprised to see them
close soon. For me, it has been truly sickening to ob
serve raw capitalism at work. It is like the Hobbesian 'state
of nature' used in describing the need for a social con
tract which links people to government; private business
exists in a constant state of nature where the strong capi
talize on the weaknesses of others. Wal-Mart is asserting
its dominance and no one seems to be saying much of
anything. I recently read an article about Wal-Mart's failed
attempt to buy a bank. A bank! This has prompted me to
think about a hypothetical situation: Wal-Mart govern
ment.
By no means do I consider this to be a serious idea,
but merely a fun exercise in projecting the future path of
Wal-Mart as it continues to apply its business strategy
to other sectors of the market. What if Wal-Mart were to
decide to sell affordable housing, located within close
proximity of every Wal-Mart, allowing consumers to live
next to the place they depend on for most if not all of their
everyday items. I mean, if these people were serious about
buying a bank, why not cheap housing? They could even
buy up land and initiate a 'home ownership initiative',
creating Wal-Mart communities, applying high volume/
low cost principles. Let's say these communities neces
sitate a form of representation at the local level, eventu
ally state, and then national level, as these communities
spread across the country and replace housing units as
we know them. People living in these communities will
find themselves running for political campaigns, receiv
ing funds from Wal-Mart PAC's (Political Action Com
mittees), and therefore becoming sympathetic to WalMart policy initiatives. If Wal-Mart were to pull-off an
enormous feat such as this, is it reasonable to suggest
they would have considerable influence at the national
level? Could we see the long awaited Wal-Mart political
party, where "our party represents and promotes the in
terests of the people who buy our goods and live in our
communities". What a scary thought. Though seriously,
become concerned when Wal-Mart starts selling afford
able housing.

Editorial
LETTERS

Deadline for having letters of 300 words or less turned in is 2

to the Editor

p.m. on Friday. The Exponent reserves the right to edit all
materials submitted for publication.

Dear Editor:
quisition on their racecar,
It's 2 a.m. on a Thursday seeing if that new carbonight. Most of UAH's cam whatchamajiggy got them
pus, save maybe the engi that 0.4 increase in happiness.
neers with their no-Friday- The AIChE are likely mixing
classes luxury are asleep or together some new way to
playing video games. Some make their car run on fruity
are content. Others are won tequila drinks. You know, the
dering why they left home to ones with umbrellas. No. I
sit in a city with no nightlife made that up. But I've seen
to speak of. Welcome to col them outside the EB remote
lege.
controlling their chemical car
It doesn't have to be that
while I'm on my way to listen
way. Other colleges have to my next teacher drone on
campus organizations that and on about crap this senior
are so active you'd be sur could care less about. I'm
prised to have a single night sure the libbies are doing
where there's not something something cool too. Oh
to do. UAH is different. yeah, they are. They're next
There is a cry for a more tra to me. And we all need cof
ditional campus, but if you're fee.
like me, you came here be
What did you do Thurs
cause it wasn't one. We work day at 2am? I bet that round
hard, and play soft. We're of World of Warcraft will stay
the dorks of the universe, or with you forever. You can
the idiots who thought it was look back when you're older
a bright idea to get a liberal and say,"I killed an ore once.
arts degree at an engineering Yeah. I was the shit." I'm
campus. Woe is us. What not saying you're lives are
are we to do?
meaningless, but what I am
Let me let you in on a well saying is that if you feel that
kept secret. Some of us, when way, maybe you should come
the lights go down, go to give some of us a try. We're
work. We don't get paid, we pretty cool folk, and we've all
keep long hours, and we got some common ground to
don't get college credit for it. stand on. When you're
We're the club leaders. And done, you'll have good
if you can be as arrogant as memories, a better under
us, you can be one too.
standing of what all this edu
Right now I'm slacking
cation is for, and something
off writing this document in to put on your resume. Call
the Exponent office while 824-6009 and ask for the SGA
two other Arete Literary Edi office. They'll tell you how
tors slave away setting the to find us.
layout of this year's release.
Sincerely,
Over on the Dark Side the
Jeff Cotten
IEEE team is making last
minute adjustments to code
and wire getting ready for
Dear Editor-in-Chief,Jo
their annual robotics compe seph Terrell,
tition. The ASCE is playing
It is has often been said
in concrete making canoes. that when the executive and
Don't laugh, they float. Don't
legislative branches of any
ask me how, it's one of their government are combined in
cult secrets. Microbaubles. one man, there can be no jus
Hell. I don't know. TheFSAE tice. Unfortunately, this is
are probably doing data ac precisely what is occurring

Dear Suzy
Dear Suzy,
I was at Panama City
Beach with a bunch of the
guys during spring break and
I cheated on my girlfriend.
She doesn't know it yet and I
am not sure how to tell her
the news without her getting

within our own student gov
ernment. In essence the only
branch of our government
that is currently functioning
at all is the executive, which
by default makes the SGA a
monarchical-dictatorship.
The members of the Senatealthough their numbers are
small-have accomplished
more this year than almost
any other year in the history
of the UAH SGA, only to
have all of their work shat
tered in a few fleeting mo
ments by the apathy of the
unorganized SGA House of
Representatives.
Furthermore, I would like
it to be known that for any
member of the House to call
him or herself a "representa
tive," is a flagrant act of hy
pocrisy. Currently the House
only represents the interests
of its own, internal triumvirate-one member of which is
no longer even a student at
UAH! The actions of our
House of Representatives are
a farce of republicanism, and
are entirely disrespectful of
the more than two-hundred
years of American, republi
canism heritage upon which
this body has been based In
short my fellow students, our
nation's founders (my rhe
torical mentor among them)
would be shocked and dis
mayed to see the perversion
of republicanism that is cur
rently infesting our House of
Representatives!
These activities must be
brought to cessation before
they totally destroy any
shards of remaining dignity
the SGA posses. It is for this
reason that I am recommend
ing President William R.
Schueler push to recall the
recent House elections, and
hopefully achieve enough of
a temporary imbalance of
power to destroy the corrupt
triumvirate. I would encour

age all whom read this to take
the arduous journey to the
S.GA. Website and contact
your Senators-it is apparent
the House is far too corrupt
to field any complaints-con
cerning their actions in regard
to the problems of the House.
Only after this occurs can we
divert the impending destruc
tion of our S.GA.
Yours truly,
Ken BrannlifH,
A Concerned Student
Who Wishes to use a Pseud
onym

Dear Editor:
I AM VERY DISAP
POINTED WITH THE
GREEK SPEAK. IF IT WAS
MY CHOICE, JEREMY
CHEEK, ITHINK WHOWAS
DOING IT BEFORE, WAS
MUCH BETTER. I AM NOT
A GREEK, BUT ENJOYED
READING ABOUT WHAT
WAS GOING ON WITH ALL
OFTHEGREEKS. NOTONE
LONG BLURB ON ONE OR
GANIZATION. I COULD
CARELESS TO KNOW
THAT MUCH ABOUT ONE
ORGANIZATION, I JUST
WANT TO KNOW OVER
ALL WHAT IS GOING ON
WITHIN THE CAMPUS,
THAT IS WHY I READ THE
PAPER.
AN AGGRAVATED
READER
(Editor's Note: Mr. Cheek
made the decision to discon
tinue writing the Greek
Speak column. It is this
editor's opinion, that dis
putes over the content of this
column should be resolved
within the Greek Community,
and possibly in the future,
this body should take it upon
itself to choose Greek Speak
columnists.)

The deadline for Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight. Letters should be sent to
If [|™rsu^'@yahoo-com- Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH
student and is not a licensed psychologist or therapist Her advice is based on her own
experience and should never be taken as the advice of a physician or therapist. Her opinions
ao not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of
Alabama in Huntsville.

upset. PLEASE help!!
-Don't want to lose her
Dear Don't want to lose
her,
Your chances of not mak
ing her upset is close to
none. What is done is done

and there's really nothing
you can do about it. How
ever, before you pursue your
relationship with her, I sug
gest you tell her the truth. It
only makes it worse if you
keep secrets from the other
person. If she can see that

you are sincerely sorry, then
she might forgive you.
Dear Suzy,
What is your real
name???! I swear I heard you
talking in class to someone

SUZY on page 14
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Opinion
STATE CONTROL OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
By Michael Varchetta
and William Dixon
The original 1901 Consti
tution of the State of Ala
bama consists of 18 Articles
containing 287 Sections. It
has been amended 753 times
and still does not fit the defi
nition of a true constitution.
This constitution is the
basic law on which the State
is founded. It does contain
the elements of government.
It does set out the powers of
the State. It does lay out the
functions of the State. But, it
contains as much law that is
statutory in nature as it con
tains basic law. It contributes
to inefficient government.
Worst of all, it makes Ala
bama government cost more
than it should.

In the United States there
are approximately 120,000
units of government. One of
these is federal, 50 of these
are States, and the rest are
local governmental units. A
wide variance of opinion ex
ists as to the proper distribu
tion of functions between the
States and the several areas
of local government. To a
degree, the distribution of
functions depends on the cir
cumstances of the time. In
Alabama in 1901, apparently
the framers of the constitu
tion felt that circumstances
dictated that the State should
control almost all of the func
tions of local government
and dole them out as circum
stances directed; they were
afraid so-called "home rule"
would dilute the legislature's
control.

Many, if not most, of the
amendments to the original,
basic constitution are con
cerned with local, i.e., county
or municipal, actions. Some
expand the functions that can
be undertaken by these gov
ernments, others restrict their
functions. Of the first hun
dred amendments, 56 of them
deal with local government.
Much of this stems from the
perceived need to control
both the population and the
finances of the State. Most
of the 56 amendments men
tioned above are concerned
with taxation by the local
governments. Many later
amendments deal with indi
vidual municipalities or coun
ties and give them permission
to perform governmental
functions that are strictly of
local concern.

While it is true that coun
ties and local governments
are extensions of the State
that carry out functions that
the central government be
lieves ought to be performed,
other States have dealt with
this by laying out general
functions that can be per
formed by all local govern
ments and providing that any
additional functions can be
authorized by enacting en
abling laws. In Alabama, the
constitution
must
be
amended to accomplish most
of these functions. To amend
the constitution requires a
vote of the people of the en
tire State even when the func
tion to be performed or al
lowed will affect only one
county or one community.
The cost of doing this is not
inconsiderable. To be blunt.

it is costing Alabama an arm
and a leg to do what other
States do for little or nothing.
A cost of this system that
is frequently overlooked is
that rapid action by a county
or community is frustrated by
this system.
Delaying
needed action almost inevi
tably raises the cost of tak
ing the action. In some cases
allowing the activity that
needs to be addressed to
continue can have costs be
yond simple financial costs
and can affect the health of
the people of the area.
Another cost of this sys
tem is in the opportunity it
provides for manipulation for
private or partisan political
gain. Representatives, both
public and private, of all ar
eas of the State have the op
portunity to influence the

outcome unless their particu
lar requirements are met.
Perhaps the greatest cost
of all, however, is to the repu
tation of the State of Ala
bama. When businesses are
looking for a place to locate
their establishment and they
find that it takes a constitu
tional amendment to ensure
that the local area can pro
vide the resources needed by
their establishment, they are
forced to reconsider. And
Alabama suffers.
Michael Varchetta
President, UAH Chapter
of Alabama Citizens for Con
stitutional Reform
ACCR State Board Mem
ber
256-509-6676
h t t p : / / a sc r uah.tripod.com

Social Slump in Silicon Valley: Could it Happen Here?
By Aaron Tanner
Last week, I shed some
light on what autism is about
in observance of National
Autism Awarness Month.
One of the fastest growing
regions of Autistic children
and adults is the area around
San Jose, California known
as Silicon Valley. For those
who are not aware of what
this region is, Silicon Valley
is home to a very high per
centage of computer and soft
ware engineers. It is with
these computer and math
genes that may be to blame
for the significant rise in chil
dren being diagnosed with
Autism and more importantly,
its cousin Asperger's Syn
drome. Though the diagnoSls's growing at an alarming
r^te, Silicon Valley may turn
°ut to be a haven for these
br>ght, yet socially misunder

stood individuals. The rise in
Asperger kids in this region
has been coined "The Geek
Syndrome".
There are several factors
that point to this phenom
enon. For one thing, very
smart men and women living
in high tech and major uni
versity areas are marrying
because they are a lot like
themselves on an intellectual
level, but not necessarily on
a social level. This may be
leading to inbreeding certain
genes that gives rise to dis
orders on the Autistic spec
trum. In fact, Asperger's syn
drome may be more geneti
cally linked than classic Au
tism according to psycholo
gists at Yale University. Their
research shows that onethird of fathers or brothers of
children with Asperger's also
show signs of the disorder
themselves.
Another reason is the

spectrum of Autism has
grown in the past decade. It
used to be Autism was in a
class all by itself. In 1994,
Asperger's was given its own
disorder as there are severe
social disorders associated
with it, but not the mental re
tardation that may accommo
date severe cases of Autism.
As a result, children being
classified as Autistic have
skyrocketed in the past de
cade ranging from mentally
retarded to other milder cases.
One of the biggest as
pects of the rise of Asperger's
in Silicon Valley is that this
place actually embraces
these people. A positive as
sociated with this disorder is
that they can focus intensely
on a subject that is of a par
ticular interest to them and
can filter out any distractions.
This is a geeky trait that com
puter programmers in the area
are looking for. In fact it is

possible that many engi
neers, computer program
mers and scientists possess
traits that are linked to
Asperger's
Syndrome.
Microsoft founder Bill Gates
has been linked many times
to having Asperger's and as
a result, Microsoft is a big
Asperger's haven and even
offers behavioral counseling
for employees and children of
employees who exhibit Au
tistic disorders.
These children often do
poorly in group and team
work type settings but when
alone, they can talk very
insightfully about their spe
cific area of interest. I know I
can when it comes to roads
in the United States. Some
times, this ability is referred
to as the "Little Professor's
Syndrome" as they can talk
for hours about their interest
and nothing else. This idea
is a key to tedious tasks such

as computer programming.
So, could the same case
happening in Silicon Valley
happen in Huntsville? It has
been said that all good engi
neers exhibit a little bit of au
tistic traits because of their
geekiness and social awk
wardness. If the city does a
better job of attracting more
young engineering couples
to the city, there is a higher
chance of kids being born
with Asperger's Syndrome.
Also, since the Autistic dis
order spectrum is growing,
there may eventually be more
cases of kids in the Hunts
ville and Madison City
school systems being diag
nosed as Autistic. Right now,
there are only a handful of
Autistic cases here at UAH
according to student devel
opment services. Huntsville
could become the same com
puter programming haven for
Asperger's engineers just as

Silicon Valley is. The good
news about the possibility of
there becoming more children
of the Autistic Spectrum be
ing born here is that they will
be the children of parents
who are well educated and
thus have well paying engi
neering and computer type
jobs. Because of this, hope
fully the parents will support
more research and time to the
ongoing study of Autistic
Spectrum disorders. After all,
most of us support and learn
and try to be involved in
those things that affect us the
most. So in many ways, what
is happening in Silicon Val
ley is a good thing for the
continued research of Au
tism and Asperger's Syn
drome.

body receive? When and
who? How often did Terri's
family or Mr. Schiavo visit
her? Who cared about
whom? Etc. Well, it depends
what you read. One part says
A, the other says B and the
media puts everything to
gether, with one or another
slant, sets fire on the issue
and shifts the perspective of
the problem.

her de facto ex-husband, Mr.
Michael Schiavo, the one
that strengthens his case the
most is the one that referred
to Terri's own wish. Accord
ing to some media, his wife
told Mr. Schiavo before 1990,
when they were watching
some TV program about ter
minal illness, that she did not
want to be kept alive by arti
ficial means (according to
other media, Terri said also
the same to his brother. Bob,
and his sister, Suzanne, some
other time). Since there is not
written argument or conclu-

The Tragedy of Terri Schiavo
By Alberto
Hernandez-Barral
Even

though Terri
life and her
gonistic finale after so many
Chiavo'

s tragic

bamS °f relatives' legal
u«. pain, truth and lies
s been portrayed by the
c la-

With noexception, as

W 0utbreak

rink
of the tough
.
to-live, right-to-die conh7S* 1 believe that

the
is a big
and more attention
sh
^bePaidtothispa,
W

mi« i

~

persPective

case

rather than

quibble about moral and
philosophical questions far
away from this quite practi
cal real case. I really do be
lieve that there is not a gen
eral solution for huge trag
edies like Mrs. Schiavo's and
that each particular case
should be contemplated care
fully and evenly in order to
find the better solution. I
think laws and regulations
must be written in more flex
ible terms on one hand and
be more robust, much more
robust, on the other. The epi
sode of this poor woman be
ing disconnected and con

nected back again from the
feeding tube three times in the
last four years is a dramatic
and frivol spectacle as well
as a dangerous devaluation
of the power of the laws.
After doing some reading,
there are many things I do
not understand; and, as a
matter of fact, I have ended
up with tons and tons of in
formation openly contradic
tory. Particularly, the
crossfire between Mr.
Schiavo and Tern's family
cannot be more confusing—
each accuses the other on the
same issues. The worst of all

is that many of the disagree
ments are facts. One may be
lieve that the thing is not a
major problem, since in the
case they disagree about
facts, one should be telling
the truth and the other lying.
However, it is very difficult
(almost impossible) to find a
single fact everybody agrees
with, at least to the extent the
media presents the case. Just
as a small example, how many
swallow tests did Terri un
dergo and what were their
results? Was or was she not
under therapy after 1993?
How much money did any

My understanding is that
Mrs. Schiavo never should
have been unplugged from
the feeding tube. I have not
found a single reason. Out of
the three arguments given by

SCHIAVO on page14
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NORTON from page6
does not want us to have
anything nice. If we were to
get actual good and thought
provoking movies such as
Finding Neverland or Sidein local theaters at the
hme of their release, maybe
we would get too picky and
would refuse to pay up to ten
dollars for trash like The Paci
fier or Fat Albert. Perhaps if

Clear Channel owned a radio
station that played different
music from time to time, they
would lose advertising dol
lars from five track repeating
loop stations. I just can not
resist using a quote from one
of my favorite movies that
indirectly dealt with this is
sue. "The Man ruined the
ozone, he's burning down the

Amazon, and he kidnapped
Shamu and put her in a chlo
rine tank! And there used to
be a way to stick it to the Man.
It was called rock 'n roll, but
guess what, oh no, the Man
ruined that, too, with a little
thing called MTV".
Our generation just does
not stick it to The Man any
more. For the most part, we

just happily take what is
spoon-fed to us from soul
less corporations. Even what
was once the means of stick
ing it to The Man is now a
paradox as explained in the
quote from School of Rock.
And yet, we complain about
it and are happy with it at the
same time. For the most part,
we hate Ashlee Simpson and

Fat Albert, but ignore U2 and our own that gives the finger
Sideways. Our collegiate pre to The Man which comes
decessors had ways of deal from our own generation.
ing with it with artists like And that band or that film
The Who or Zeppelin—or maker is probably already out
with movies like A Clock there and simply have not
work Orange or Monty Py been found yet. It is just up
thon and the Holy Grail. to us to stop whining about
Sure, we appreciate these what is shoved down our
sorts of things, but just do throats and find it for our
not have something to call selves.

will be home to authentic Irish
performers who have traveled
the globe to share their his
tory of song, dance, and the
ater. There will be demonstra
tions of sheep herding, and
other regional activities. In
addition, there will be a
golden treasure hunt, and
many make and take crafts.
For shoppers unique im
ported items will be available
in the marketplace. This slow
paced weekend will be just
the break you need after the
music festival.
May 12 - May 14 marks

at Tom Lee Park, teams from
around the world will spend
three days cooking up some
of the tastiest barbeque you'll
ever find, while competing for
over $60,000 in prize money.
There will be music,food, fun,
and even a Ms. Piggy Pag
eant—think grown men in
tutus and snouts. Tickets are
$7 at the gate, a price sure to
have your taste buds water

seen will launch as the sym
phony quietly plays. Times
and ticket prices are still be
ing worked out for this event.
If you make it to any of
these spectacular weekends
and need a breather from the
activities, I have a few more
suggestions depending on if
you want to take in more of
the city life.
If large crowds have worn
you down, freshen up and hit
some of the neat attractions
off the beaten path. Not far
from Beale Street is the Gibson
factory. Here you can see
how some of the best guitars
in the world are made. The
tour is a little pricey but the
building is air conditioned
and the behind the scenes
tour is pretty fascinating. At
the gift shop you can (and
are encouraged) to strum on

the guitars. Where else are
you going get to play a
$5000 guitar that was Sheryl
Crow's? Another neat stop
is the Memphis Redbirds sta
dium. They may just be a mi
nor league team but they're
following is huge. Step inside
their classically built brick
and mortar stadium for a tour
or a game and it takes you
back to a simpler time. Finally,
if you are looking for a bit
more culture, consider visit
ing whatever traveling ex
hibit is currently at the Pyra
mid downtown. Always quiet
and cool, it's a great way to
beat the heat. At night, get a
frozen coffee drink and try
riding the entire trolley circuit,
you won't get bug bites and
you will see everything from
a safe perspective.
If you are feeling saucy,

PERRINfrompage?
Don't want to travel with a
Poster? Follow the address at
die bottom of this article and
buy it online, which is avail
able while supplies last (un
signed $30, signed and num
bered $60). You will see past
Posters selling for much more
ln ^e local gift shops. And
after you fall in love with
Hunt's work, see if you can
Pick out just how many other
common public items he has
left his creative mark on.
May 6 - May 8 is the
sti-Nations International
Festival, a celebration
® the heritage of a selected
°nored country. This year's
country is Ireland. Tickets for
s

event are $4 at the gate
'°r folks over 6 and that low
Pnee.gets you into all of the
c

'vities. Think of this as
goes Irish. Stages

anoPly

the annual World Champion
ship Barbeque Cooking Contest-the granddaddy of all
barbeque competitions.
Maybe you have seen it on
Food Network or countless
other shows, so why not
come and join the fun? Here,

ing.
The evening of Saturday
May 28 is the capstone event
of month. The Sunset Sym
phony is an event not to be
missed. On the banks of the
Mississippi, families gather
with picnic baskets under the
stars for an evening of food
and fun. After the concert,
as tradition goes, one of the
most spectacular fireworks
displays that you have ever

stop by B.B. King's on Beale
Street. For a small cover
charge you can sit and listen
to the music and have a coke.
If you have more funds avail
able, try out their ribs. Thurs
day nights are the best for
live music. On weekends, the
street is closed to driving
traffic and police are every
where, so do a little walking
and visit the other blues ca
fes and restaurants. There are
even some free museums, like
the Police Museum (not the
band), where you can see
souvenirs from some of
Memphis' most famouscrimi
nals/celebrities. Another at
traction is Graceland, but I
would skip this unless you
are just a huge Elvis fan. It's
expensive, hot, and the lines
are horrendous. Expect to
spend hours waiting to be
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BAILEY from page1
on a number of occasions.
This student eventually used
up so much, 80% of the total
for the entire school, that
President Franz was unable
to send an email and thereby
lost a major grant. Because
of this Dr. Franz told CNS to
cap all students to roughly
dialup internet access
speeds.
This story is not true. I
spoke with President Franz
and he stated that he had
never heard the story, much
less said to cap the students.
The use of this story is, how
ever, revealing of a number
of the problems that exist
within CNS. CNS states that
the university has a total
bandwidth of lOMbits/s.
CNS also states that ResNET
is allowed 6Mbits/s of this
total. Since the offender was
in his dorm room, the largest
percentage he would have
been capable of using would
be 60%, according to the laws
of math and CNS's data. Even
if he did manage to consume
80% of the total bandwidth,
the remaining 2Mbits/s
should have been plenty to
send an email. Even if the re
maining 2Mbits/s were some
how insufficient, then this is
what should happen on a
properly configured network:
President Franz tells his com
puter to send the email, the
email travels to the campus
email server at roughly the
speed of light. The email ar
rives at the campus email
server - located in Von Braun
Research Hall. The email
server then attempts to send
the email and fails due to the
offending student and other
network traffic. The email

server then sits on the email
and tries to resend it every
few minutes. The email
server will eventually find a
spot in the outbound traffic
and sends the email, at most
a few hours later. In light of
CNS's account of events, it
appears that the email server
is configured to just give up
when it can not get out an
email on the first attempt.
This is an event that is to be
expected when designing a
network and can be solved
by properly setting up the
email server.
Many of ResNET's online
publications are misleading
with regards to the quality
and speed of service for stu
dents. Information on the
ResNET website, available to
both current and prospective
students, states "Your
ResNET [...] connection will
provide you 10 Mbps [Mbits/
s] access to the campus net
work and the Internet. It
should be noted that down
load speeds are currently lim
ited to 155 Kbps [Kbits/s]
within University Housing."
This is inaccurate as a
lOMbits/s internet connec
tion would result in download
speeds of about 10,000Kbits/
s. Windows reports down
load speeds in kilobytes per
second (KBytes/s). A speed
in bytes (capital B) is oneeighth the speed in bits (low
ercase b) - IMByte/s
equates to 8 MBits/s and
lKByte/s equates to 8Kbits/
s. The ResNET page also
states that "Your ResNET
connection, unless some
thing really unusual hap
pens, is available for your use
24/7, without any connection

charge. That means you can
surf all you like, doing those
research papers, at speeds
many times faster that you
would have through your
dial-up Internet Service Pro
vider or in some cases your
DSL connection." If you
have a broadband connec
tion - i.e. you do not use
"dial-up" - then you are
probably used to speeds of
around 125 KBytes/s or ap
proximately 6.5 times that of
ResNET. Here"many" equals
three for 56Kbits/s dialup.
The slowest DSL or Cable
broadband speed I found
was 256Kbits/s. That is
about 1.65 times the speed
CNS provides.
Recently CNS issues a
press release stating:
As many of you are al
ready aware, the CNS Help
Desk has been working with
Mr. Haley and Mr. Stanton,
your primary ResNET staff
team to help provide support
to those of you who have
network connection prob
lems. We will continue to of
fer walk-in service, as we
have in the past, but we would
like to offer it at a time that
provides the best response,
therefore, as of Monday,
January 31st, we will be pro
viding walk-in service [...]
between the hours of 1:00pm
and 3:00pm Monday-Friday.
Your help, in this matter, will
allow us to continue to pro
vide the level of help you
have become accustomed,
while allowing us to provide
that level of support to our
administrative computer us
ers.
After once again speaking
with many current and former

employees of CNS, I learned
information that utterly con
tradicts this press release.
Students must bring their
computer to CNS. CNS goes
to faculty and staff. When a
call to the CNS helpdesk gen
erates a work order employ
ees are instructed to com
plete faculty and staff orders
first. A notable example of this
occurred when a faculty
member complained about
pop-ups and an employee
was told to complete that par
ticular work order before one
for a student who had-called
complaining of a complete
lack of internet.
I have spoken with many
people at CNS and am quite
often told that a policy is the
result of "security concerns"
or that they can not answer
my question "for security
reasons." While the damage
from lax IT security can be
enormous, CNS has cited
"security" as justification in
many cases where there is no
technical basis for such a
claim.
John Stanton has ex
plained to students at
ResNET advisory meetings
that the school is required to
have "MAC address ac
countability" to meet the cri
teria of certain contracts the
school has. This means that
CNS must be able to say
what MAC address some
thing came from or went two
and who is authorized to use
that MAC address. CNS has
also says that students may
not connect more than one
computer to the network at
the same time because that
would mean that they would
receive more than their fan-

share of bandwidth. Citing
these facts - along with ad
ditional reasons for wireless
access points, routers, and
hubs - CNS has stated that
switches, routers, any PC
configured to let other PCs
connect through it, wireless
access points, and hubs may
not be connected to the
UAH network.
It should be noted that in
every case there is no way to
actually tell who is using the
computer. Switches do not,
however, violate MAC ad
dress accountability, as CNS
will be aware of all the MAC
addresses connected to the
switch and, assuming they
have been registered, will
know who owns the respec
tive computers. Please note
that a MAC address is a
"unique" number that all
computer network cards
have. Unique is in quotations
as, while it is nominally un
changeable, most MAC ad
dresses can in fact be
changed. This does not vio
late CNS policy - provided
you reregister the changed
MAC address. Furthermore
there is no way to use more
bandwidth with multiple
computers connected to the
network as the jack itself is
the bottleneck, not the com
puter - provided the jack
does not allow a faster con
nection than that of that con
nected computers (I only
mention this case for techni
cal accuracy. In reality this is
most unlikely and it is not
possible in the UAH dorms).
This can be likened to con
necting two garden hoses to
one faucet. There is no way
that you can get more water

out of the faucet by connect
ing more hoses.
It is true that there are
valid concerns with these
three devices. Any person
within range of a wireless ac
cess point can break the en
cryption and then proceed to
abuse the network. Routers
can cause serious network
problems if they are installed
incorrectly. Hubs are gener
ally bad in that they are
"dumb" and send data to ev
eryone, not just the person
that requested it, and thus
spam the network.
A potentially grave prob
lem lies in CNS policy regard
ing ResNET users. Accord
ing to the policy "You must
not download or use any ap
plication used for eavesdrop
ping (sniffers) or protocol
analyzers. Furthermore, the
possession of such utilities
on your computer shall be
considered a violation of this
policy." I lack any data regard
ing the authority of depart
ments to control students'
possessions; however that
may be irrelevant, as US
Codes 18 § 2511 Paragraph 2,
Sub-paragraph d states that
"[i]t shall not be unlawful [...]
to intercept a wire, oral, or
electronic communication
where such person is a party
to the communication [...]
unless such communication
is intercepted for the purpose
of committing any criminal or
tortuous act
All comments, questions,
and requests for clarification
should be directed to
SCI @SpaceColonvOne.com.

do?
—Southeast resident

DearSuzy,
I'm sick of all the roaches
in Southeast
Seems like
there is nothing I can do

since I've already told hous
ing and they paid someone
to spray. There is nothing
like seeing a mutant giant
cockroach first thing in the
morning. What's a girl to

could help you out more.
—Not-the-Orkin-Man,
Suzy

Dear Southeast resident,
I'd buy a can of raid and
spray them if you ever see

them. I doubt that'll help the
situation, but at least you'll
have some protection.
Watch out, they like to eat
dead skin scales and hair.:)
Best of luck to you. Wish I

"It seems to me if I were her
husband I would want to find
out what happened to her" a husband who looks after
her, naturally.
There is also some infor
mation saying that Terri's
family proposed to Mr.
Schiavo to forget about Terri
since they were willing to take
full care of her. Mr. Schiavo
said in some interview with
Larry King in the CNN that
they even offered him an enor
mous amount of money to
make him walk away
($700,000), but he refused
because he was determined
to fulfill the will of his wife. I
find this argument irrespon
sible, childish, stubborn and
unbelievable. Besides, I do
not understand for what rea
sons the legal custody of

Terri lay on Mr. Schiavo. To
my knowledge, he is living
now with his girlfriend and
has two children. In any case,
Mr. Schiavo is de facto Terri's
ex-husband, and besides he
is guilty of adultery, since the
day he married Terri (he was
then a Lutheran) he swore her
fidelity until death. Mr.
Schiavo told King in that in
terview something like he
feels himself a lucky man
since he is beloved by two
women whom he loves very
much. Of course, it would
have been illustrative to
know Terri's opinion at that
respect.
Thanks to many of the
deeds by the feminist move
ment in the United States, this
country's legislation has set
the figure of the husband

aside in many of the family
matters. For instance, it is le
gal for a woman to abort with
out the willingness of the
husband and, in many states,
even without his knowledge.
My question is: why, then,
many of the feminists and
supporters of them agree with
the decision of leave Terri's
life in the hands of her, in
sisted by third time, de facto
ex-husband?
I am sorry, but I cannot
bear labels, clichds and ste
reotypes. And unfortunately,
there exists here an unaccept
able and unreasonable infashion liking for labels. So,
in this case, those opposing
Terri's death are wrapped up
as conservatives, rightwingers, and religious
(mainly Christians),and those

in agreement with stopping
her life should also defend
the right to abort, the general
euthanasia, the trees, the
flowers, homosexual mar
riage, and should fustigate
capital death. My question
here is: why? This is a de
structive perversion of the
human being's ability to think
and it is against the liberty of
expression. I believe it is nec
essary to call students today
to a new era of reason, far
away of cliches and stupid
ity. Let's be free.
I do not have more space
to go through some other
points of discussion in this
sad case. I must conclude by
saying that I believe Terri's
death is a mistake. Even the
way she died and the fistsand-stats relationship be

SUZY from page 10
about your article...
—In your class
Dear In your class,
Wouldn't you like to
know!

—S.U.Z.Y.

SCHIAVOfrom page11 sive proof and that hap
pened 15 years back in a com
pletely different emotional
situation, I find that argument
weak.
Personally, I have a sus
picion that Mr.Schiavo over
reacts when he talks about
"doing his wife's will, even
though it is the last thing I
do". Simply, I do notOust him.
Besides, the allegations
against Mr. Schiavo for
abuse added to the nevercleared medical report on
Terri's state the night of her
collapse, make things worst.
Mr. Schiavo's and his
lawyer's refusal to investi
gate if it was an imbalance of
potassium which really put
her into a vegetative state
pushes me into the same
question Terri's father has:

tween those close to Terr
until the last day is painfu
and inhuman. Terri was ai
innocent person and in im
opinion has been legally mis
represented. Unfortunately
there is a lot to do in regula
tion matters to guarantee the
rights of every disabled per
son. On the sake of dignitj
and humanity we do terrible
things many times. We mus
not forget that to suffer i.'
fully human, and it is statec
as a fundamental pillar ir
some millenarian religions for instance, Buddhism. Ir
1948, on a rainy night ir
Calcutta, India, Mothei
Theresa found a dying mar
lying on the street. She jusl
picked him up, brought him
home, fed him and let him die
with dignity.
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LANGHAMfrompage6 usually only happens to
the older and more experi
enced. The jacket of the novel
described it as a "contempo
rary romance" so I figured it
wouldn't be too deep or dark
to qualify as light-hearted
reading. I was terribly wrong.
Where or When is a novel
about the rekindling of a re
lationship between a middleaged man and woman, both
of when just happen to be
married to other people. One
morning, 44-year-old Charles
Callahan is quietly reading
the newspaper when he runs
across a picture of a woman
he hasn't seen for 30 years.
The young couple met for
one week during summer
camp when they were both
14 years old. The woman,Sian
Richards (pronounced Sean)
is a published poet and has
been married for the past
twelve years. Charles is so
overcome when he sees
Sian's photo that he impul
sively decides to send Sian a
letter. Thus begins a corre
spondence that quickly esca
lates to a meeting, which
quickly becomes something
much more than a casual af
fair.
The big question is: did I
like this novel? Well as a
story, 1 thought this novel
sucked more than a vacuum.
Reading it is like watching a
train wreck but in very slow
notion. They are so in love
that the couple's behavior
borders on obsession.
Charles doesn't eat or sleep

when he isn't with Sian. Sian
neglects her husband, her
child, and her work when she
hasn't heard from Charles. By
the way, Charles sends Sian
letters everyday and while
standing in line at the post
office he unbuttons his shirt
and stuffs it into a package
with 5 other townspeople
standing behind him wonder
ing what the hell he's doing.
To readers who are less fa
miliar with this kind of pas
sion, scenes like the one pre
viously mentioned lose their
poignancy and seem to be
more baffling than moving.
The book is full of moments
like these, where good sense
takes a backseat to more pru
dent behavior. It's in these
scenes that readers may feel
(and I certainly felt) that
Shreve may have written this
novel for more mature read
ers who may have become
disillusioned with their lives
and wish to go back to sim
pler times and less compli
cated lives
One thing I really can't
complain about is the techni
cal skill Ms. Shreve displays
with her writing. I have to say
that none of the things I dis
liked about this novel in
volve Shreve's writing; it's
that good. Shreve's writing is
stylish and sparse. The fact
that she can portray the
couple's love with such in
tensity is a testament to her
ability to craft her words into
pictures. Even thought she
use a lot of flowery language.

Shreve still makes the story
feel like poetry. She conveys
the feverish emotion, the un
balanced obsession, in such
a way that the readers feel as
drained as the desperate lov
ers must be. While my com
plaints about the story are
many, my critique is not with
the writing. If there are any
aspiring writers reading this
article, do yourself a favor
and study the way Shreve
uses a few words to display
a wealth of emotion. Some
times reading authors who
are masters at their craft and
emulating their style is better
than a thousand creative writ
ing courses.
While I have generally
panned this novel I want to
say that it has much more to
do with the story itself than
with Anita Shreve as an au
thor. I have read other books
of hers and I loved the way
she uses words. Where or
When doesn't do the author's
storytelling abilities any jus
tice. Her writing ability, how
ever, isn't in question. De
spite its heavy plot line and
narrow audience appeal
Shreve shouldn't hang her
head in shame about this one. |
No, I didn't like the story and
as far as light-hearted read
ing goes this one should not
be on the list. Don't count
Shreve out altogether,
though. Try another of her
books and give this great
author a chance to redeem
herself.

After 26...Rg8, Alekhine
has 27.Re1± with the idea 28
¥f6.
27.Rel Qd7 28.Qg5+
Kc729.Re3...
Weaker is 29.Bxg7?!Bc5+
30.Khl Rag8 31.Qe5+ (
31.Be5+?! Kb7 32.Bxh8 (
32.Qf6?
Rxh2+!-+)
32...Rxg5 33.fxg5 Qh73)
31...Bd6 32.Nb5+ Kb8 (
32...cxb5 33.Qc3+ Kb7
34.Bxh8 Qg4 35.Rgl Qxf4
36.Qh3±) 33.Nxd6 Qxg7
34.Nf7+Qxe5 35.Nxe5±.
29...Kb7 30.Na4 Re8
31.Rb3+ Ka8 32.Qg3 Rh6?!
After 32...Rb8 33.Rxb8+
Kxb8 34.Qb3+ (or 34.f5+.'?
Ka8 35.f6 gxf6 36.Bxf6± ,
when the passed pawns on
g2 & h2 are hard to defend)
34...Ka8±, white is still bet

ter.; The correct defense
seems to be 32...Bd6 33.Nc5
Qe7 34.Nd3c5 35.Qf3Qe4(
35...cxd4?? 36. Qxd5+)
36.Qxe4 dxe4 37.Nxc5=.
33.Qd3 Rhe6 34.Be5 c5
35.Rb5 Rc8?
Or35...Qc636.Rb6!±.
36.c4! a6?? 37.Nb6+
Rxb6 38.Rxb6 Ka7 39.Qg6
Qa4 40.Rb3 Qc6 41.QH+
Ka8 42.cxd5 1-0
Don
Maddox
(maddoxd@email.uah.edu)
has been adviser to the UAH
Chess Club for almost three
years. Mr. Maddox is a former
editor of Chess Life Maga
zine and an experienced
chess teacher and coach. If
you are interested in the
UAH Chess Club, drop him a
note.

MADDOX from page 3
Black is better after
22,..Nh5 23.g3 Be7 24.Rxe7+
Qxe7 25.Qxe7+Kxe7p.
23.Re6L.
The kind of move ordi
nary players overlook, but
Alekhine is a World Cham
pion in the rough.
23...Kxe6?
White comes out on top
after 23...Rh624.Rfel Bxf4! (
24...Nxh2? 25.Bxg7 Qb6+ (
25...Bc5+ 2.6.Khl Kxg7
27.Re7+ Bxe7 28.Rxe7+
Q*e7
29.Qxe7+
Kg8
30-Kgl±) 26.Khl Kxg7
27.Re7++-) 25.Re7+ Kg8
26.Rxc7 Bxg5 27.Rxg7+ Kf8
28-h3 Bf6 ( 28...Be3+
29-Rxe3 Nxe3 30.Rc7+-)
29.Bxf6 Nxf6 30.Rc7±.
24.Qxg6+ Kd7 25.Qxf5+
Kd826.Qxg4Bf8
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SPRINGFEST

Concerts

UAH
on the

University
Center Lawn

BETTER
THAN.
EZ ~~W EZ^

Special
l Guest

E Mmm l \ /
April 22 • 7 p.m.

*!"-T
ohn
p
Popper
Project
w/ Stewart Mayfield Project

April 23 • 7 p.m.
Tjc kets*
S l i U A H Students with UAH10
(Each Event - Limit 2 tickets)

GENERAL ADMISSION

«10

Advance Purchase
Weekend Pass (Both Events)
DAY OF THE EVENT
(Each Event at the Gate)

Gates open @ 6 p.m.

Tickets on sale APRIL 7
University Center Box Office/Front Desk

16 7 April - 21 April The Exponent
MISC.

FOR SALE
Texas Instrument TI-89
Graphing Calculator Descrip
tion: Gently Used. $50 or best
offer. Contact Leslie at
lesUe.gninCT@redstone.annv.mil
SIMS PC GAME: the starter
pack and the bonus Super
star pack. Gently Used 20.00/
game or best offer. Contact
Leslie
at
leslie.gmner@redtone.army.mil
2002 Chrysler Sebring LXi
convertible loaded., 67K
miles, asking $13,750. Call day
434-0495 or evening 2320605.
H.P desktop for sale. It in
cludes cd burner, 15 inch LCD
flat screen monitor, speakers,
keyboard, Windows Me, and
printer. $250 dollars. Call 7970900
Need a business suit after
graduation? Here's a great
deal: Men's Suits, Jackets,
Dress Pants (Like New) Suits
$40 ea (Reg $4-500) Dress
Pants $15 ea (Reg $50-60)
Sports Jackets $25 ea (Reg
$150-200) Mostly sized 44
Reg & 38 Waist. Call or e-mail
for exact sizes: (256)721-1112
or clmontgo@knology.net
2003 Toyota Tacoma,4D, V-6
Prerunner, Loaded. 100K mile
warranty 21K miles. $21,500.
256-572-9350
19 inch flat-screen CRT Moni
tor. 15 pin d-sub input, clear
picture, true color, flat screen.
$150 E-mail bumsd@uah.edu
for info or interest.

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus 4 hours
of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free)
fundraising
solutions
EQUALS $l,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call
today for a $450 bonus when
you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser
with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 9233238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Classifieds
Crossword 101

Diamond In The Rougl
Across
1 Central part
5 One seeking 35 Across
9
Law
13 Leave out
14 Boyfriend
15 Butcher offering
16 Yogi astray at cocktail hour?
20 Matchless
21 WWI & WWII, e.g.
22 Get temporarily
23 Wound seriously
24 A complete failure
25 Teacher's safety net
28 Father

$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus4 hours of
your group's time PLUS our
free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000$2,000 in earnings for your
group. Call TODAY for a
$600 bonus when you sched
ule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

29 Pfizer overseenAbbr.

32 Distinct parts
33 Affected manners
34 Unordained
35 Schilling & Lockhart's
quest?
38 Boys in Dublin
39 Slightly intoxicated
40 Look again
41 Printer's measures
42 Challenge
43 Bush leagues
44 Inside informational.
45
Perot
46 Bailey and Buck
49 Is unwell
50 Time meas.
53 Curt Gowdy's remark,
perhaps?
56 Chew
57 Agreement between
parties
58 In addition
59 Exhausts
60 Time long past
61 Notable achievement

Found outside ASB: Dangletype silver earring. Must be
able to identify. Call 721-3366
and ask for Melissa.
I had a black purse stolen,
Doony & Bourke. It was sto
len in the Wal-Mart parking
lot. It has lots of important
items in it. I am prepared to
offer between $500-$1,000 as
a reward for its return and the
items it contained. Please
email
me
at
fordt@email.uah.edu with
any information about it.

LIKE NEW Rollerblade Inline
Skates. 15 pairs sizes 10.512.5. $100 o.b.o. takes all.
(256)682-5476.

Down
1 Designer Chanel
2 Saudi neighbor
3
Aid
4 And so forth:Abbr

5 Father of Isaac:Var.
43 Defoe's Flanders
6 Luau adornments
44 Removes a gun from the
7 Lifeguardfringe benefit
holster
8 Flare-up
45 Springfield, for one
46 Noted squealers
9 Not secret or hidden
10 Frankfurt man
47 Sicilian sight
11 Deli topping
48 Quickly please!:Abbr
12 A large number
49 Actor John of Fort
17 Terminal vehicle
Apache
18 Pennsylvania lake
50 Follows yard or garage
19 Flexible pipe
51 Additional
52 Stumblebum
23 Mother's woe
54 Recent:Prefix
24 Tree
25 Deed, e.g.
55 Defective
26 Wharton's Frome
27 Requires
Quotable Quote
28 Military blockade
29 Roly-poly
"You should always
30 Kitchen aid
go to other.people's
31 Pines
funerals; otherwise,
33 Burning
they won't come to
34 Certain property rights
yours."
36 "
in Blue"
37 Excessively prim and proper
• • • Yogi Berra
42 Barbie, e.g.

By GFR Associates » » » Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com
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